candals Rock Election, Results Voided
by Gloria Quinn
HOYA

Staff Writer

April Fool's Day arrived early this year for aspiring

campus politicians as the culmination of two weeks of
‘campaigning ended at 11:50 last night when Election
Commission Chairman Peter Rizzo declared the
results of yesterday’s polling invalid.
Rizzo’s announcement came after an evening filled
not with ballot counting, but charges fired against
_candidates for violating campaign regulations, ballot
box stuffing, and charges of election mismanagement
and fraudulent practices aimed at the Commission
itself.
A harried Rizzo issued the following statement,
declining to further clarify the details of the Commission’s decision: “I have to say that due to
irregularities in the poles (sic) that we are forced to

hold elections over again on Monday, March 1. Two
of the ballot boxes were found to be stuffed, and this
affects the integrity of the entire election. I personally
think the whole thing stinks. There will be no
spending before Monday. The candidates will be
contacted at the earliest possible time.”
Along with the stuffed ballot boxes, other irreg-

vin

zak
yas
“in

the Class nt

as’ good

ularities tainted this election. Among the problems
were: Darnall and New South polls ran out of ballots
for two hours; polls opened late in many locations;
student names were not crossed off at balloting
‘booths, encouraging many students to vote more than
once; Henle residents, scheduled to vote in Darnall,
were asked to vote outside Lauinger without any

“they would have to wait until after the counting and
see. I'm upset, I put a lot of energy into this campaign
and I'm fairly confident that I would have had a lot of

prior notice; and the Lauinger election booth was

Monday’s ballot, Freshman Senator Richard Mathias.

moved to Healy Basement one half hour before the
polls closed without any; sign being placed outside
Lauinger.
The results of the Junior and Senior Senate elections
were tabulated prior to the closed meeting during
which the Commission invalidated all election results.
Although Election Commission officials would not
specify which ballot boxes they considered to have
been tampered with, Commission official Steve
Mardiks commented during the tabulation that 36

“Pulley told me

ballots for Junior candidates Sullivan, Dean, Dougherty, and Caton were on counterfeit ballots and

fication,

marked with the same pen.
While no further campaigning will be permitted for
Monday’s election, a new candidate will appear on

the sophomore slate: Javier Rojas. The Election
Commission inadvertantly put Rojas on the ballot for

According

>

Rojas,

the

Commission

told

votes. I feel like they dealty with me unfairly.”
One

candidate’s

name

will

be

removed

from

” Mathias

claimed.

and

one

absent.

When

people

will be

15

:

“It’s a tragedy

that a few individuals

ruin the

respectability of the election,” commented Steve
Skonberg.
Don Bruckner remarked, “I can’t helidhe we have
to go through another four days!”
Three-year Student Senate veteran Monica Medina

commented, “It’s a shame —in all my years in Student

Election Commission voted six in favor of disqualiabstention,

many

(election officials) just obviously didn’t care. There is
no way that anyone should have had any access to the
ballot box.”

Senate President Steve Pulley confirmed Mathias’
disqualification: “It’s true, it’s a faet.”
The complaint against Mathias was filed by
candidate Mark Shinderman because of a letter
Mathias sent to his constituents on Student Government letterhead.
According to Mathias, Rizzo “informed me thatthe
one

because

the (ballot) box was wide open and a lot of the people

“You won’t be on the ballot, your

issue has been decided,

Monde

disillusioned. . . The guys (on the Election Commission) really amaze me; I think the whole thing is really
unfair.”
Lou Chios was less charitable, alleging, “It scemed
pretty fishy right from the beginning. At the election

him

Government nothing like this has ever happened.Ina

situation like this all the candidates lose. It makes me

I

informed him that it requires a unanimous vote to
disqualify a candidate, he told me, ‘We can fix that
vote.” ” Rizzo denied making any such statement.
Reaction from the presidential candidates ran the
gamut between outrage and simple disgust. Marc
Newman projected, “You know the turnout won't be

sad whenever cheating is involved.”

“We deplore the lack of respect that was shown for
SG today,” said vice presidential candidate Wade
Malone. He seemed to sum up the feelings of all the
candidates when he added, “We hope
comes out and votes orice on Monday.”
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by Sarah Rosenson
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Associate Editor

trial of

the Gay

People

of

Georgetown University and the Gay
Rights Coalition of the, Law Center
against the University
began
this
week as D.C. Superior Court Judge
Sylvia Bacon heard brief opening
statements from both sides on Monday afternoon, and then heard the
testimony of several witnesses over
the course of the week. The GPGU
and GRC are suing the University for
official recognition and funding as
student groups.
The Judge has already ruled that
Georgetown violated the D.C. Human
Rights Act by discriminating against

Celebration

Sy

D.C. |
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GPGU Case Goes to Trial; Both Sides Testify

Healy Cancels

ts
h-

UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON,

these groups on the basis of sexual
orientation. The question to be decided at the trial is whether forcing
GU to obey this law violates its constitutionally protected right to free
exercise of religion.
In his opening statement for the
University, attorney Charles Wilson
said that as a Catholic institution GU
cannot endorse groups who promote
the homosexual lifestyle as a valid
and moral alternative since this would
violate the Church’s teachings on homosexuality and sexuality.
In his opening statement, GPGU
lawyer Ron Bogard argued that the
members
of these groups merely
want the same opportunities for dialogue that their fellow students have.

Members of the Georgetown Organization of Arab ‘Students were
surprised and dismayed with Univer- sity President Timothy S. Healy canceled a celebration they had planned
GU President Timothy Healy, S.J.
for Sunday in the Hall of Nations to
honor the anniversary of a Palestinian
assistant, Charles Meng, Wednesday
resistance group.
to clarify the nature and purpose of
Zaha Bustami, president of the
the planned celebration in the hopes
OAS, one of the sponsoring organizaof coming to an understanding. She
Publicity Angers White House
tions, said Wednesday she hoped it
told Meng that the cancellation was a
was a misunderstanding on the part
violation of the OAS’ freedom of
of 'Fr. Healy because his behavior was
speech and that the organization was
“too atrocious to be intentional.”
well within its charter in co-sponsor‘ Bustami found out about the caning the event. She said the intention
White House source” told the Georgecellation on Monday when she was
of the evening’s activities was to pre/by Kelly Reilly
town class that in order to gain Jepgiven a photocopy of a letter which
sent Arab and Palestinian culture to
HOYA News Editor
sen’s support of the AWACs sale,
Healy had sent to University Vice
the students of Georgetown and the
A recently-headlined feud between
“We just beat his brains out,” and
Presidents William Miller and William
people of Washington.
a top White House political aide and
“We stood him up in front of an
Stott, Jr.
Meng
said Thursday
that these
an
influential
Republican
senator
open grave and said he could jimp in
factors did not change the decision
In
the letter
Healy
said, “The
originated on the Georgetown camif he wanted to.” After learning of
(Popular) Democratic Front for the
of the president, which is expressed
pus last October when the aide, Edthe news story, President Reagan exLiberation of Palestine’ has been inin his letter.
ward J. Rollins, Jr. addressed a class
pressed ‘‘outrage’ at the quotes havvited by the OAS... to celebrate its
“We got the feeling that they
in the GU School for Summer and
ing come from a White House official,
Thirteenth Anniversary with a ‘Culdidn’t want to listen,” Bustami said..
Continuing Education on the subject
according to a release from the office
tural Event’. . .”
“I feel the issue was decided before it
of the Senate’s AWACs vote.
of the White House Press Secretary.
The
PDF
is a Marxist-Leninist
was discussed with us.”
October 27, 1981, Senator Roger
Senator Jepsen’s office told the
group which is a member of the PalWilliam Miller, Vice President for
W. Jepsen (R-lowa) turned im a key
HOYA how White House spokesman
estinian Liberation Organization.
Administration and Facilities, said
vote in favor of the sale of AWACs
Davia Gergen addressed the seriousHowever, no members of the PDF
when his office received the OAS’s
plane
to Saudi Arabia, Later that day,
ness of the Register quotes. “Those
were invited, Bustami said, since the
request Jan. 18 the nature of the
White House adviser Rollins lectured
comments totally misrepresent the
organization does not operate in this
event was described as just “‘cultural,”
President’s own high regard for—and
country, and the OAS itself does not
so routine approval was given. But “the GU Continuing Education class
on Political Press Secretarying, durpersonal friendship with—the Senasupport terrorism,
according to an article in Thursday’s
ing which the subject of Jepsen’s
tor,” Gergen said in early November.
Because the PLO supports internaWashington
Post,
a GU
alumna
vote was addressed. John Hyde, WashMeanwhile,
the continuing
Educational terrorism, the University canbrought a flier, which described the
ington correspondent for the Des
tion instructor, Chris Till, met with
not allow the use of its faeilities for
event as an anniversary celebration
Moines Register, was present at the
her class again on November 3 and
this particular social function, Healy
for the PDF, to the president’s office.
lecture as a guest of a student and he
complained that, as a lecture guest,
said. “Georgetown shares with the
After inquiries ‘about the PDF
reported comments allegedly made
correspondent Hyde had violated the
Roman Catholic Church the principle
were made, Healy sent the letter canby Rollins in an October 29 Regis“off the record” agreement in effect
that terrorism is not and never can be
celling the OAS function.
for the previous week’s Rollins lecan acceptable instrument of policy,
The political goal of the PDF is to - ter article entitled ‘“‘How the White
House Won Jepsen’s AWACs Vote.”
ture.
national or international.”
encourage popular revolution in the
According to the article, “a high
Jepsen eventually identified Rollins
Arab countries and Israel.
Bustami met with the president’s

n
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a
al
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He accused the University of turning
its back on principles of academic
freedom and freedom of association.
The University lawyers called their
witnesses first, and began with William Boyd (SFS ’78) who testified on
the formation of the GPGU during
the ’77-78 school year. The next
witness was James Ryan (SFS ’80),
Boyd’s successor as leader of the
group.
Ryan’s testimony began on Tuesday and finished on Wednesday, and
was followed by that of Steven Riel
(CAS ’81) who led the group in ’80’81. Also on Wednesday, the University’s expert witness, Richard McCormick, S.J., of the Kennedy Institute
of Bioethics, testified.

At

press

David

time;

McCarthy,

Law

Center

Assistant

Dean

Dean of

Student Affairs Bill Schuerman, and
GU President Timothy Healy, S.J.,

were scheduled
nesses

to be the final wit-

called

GPGU

by

the

University.

lawyers told the HOYA that

Sister Mary Kay Liston and Law Center student Donna Vandal will be
among the first witnesses they will
call, probably on Friday.

In

a

iter

to

the faculty dated

February
16, Healy explained the
University’s position in this case. He
Ey
then went on to say:
:
“Any trial

that

puts members of

the University at odds with one an- $i al
other is sad and troublesome..
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Senator, Reagan Aide Feud Over GU Seminar

i

"UN Ambassador Speaks Out

by Roberta

Oster

ferred
/

Israel.”

HOY Conmibuting Editor

former

Georgetown

‘the

at

a

National

University

to

the

U.N.”

attempts
“they

to
are

If a U.S.

Press

accused

of

that
joining

style
the

x
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by Matt Falvey
HOYA

Staff Writer

Kirkpatrick expressed her concern
that .the Palestinian Liberation Or-_
ization describes Israel as possessing
“the same militaristic racial aims as
the fascists in World War I1.”” The actual purpose of the P.L.O. denunciations, she believes, is to ‘“‘encourage
isolation, humiliation and delegitimization of Israel and to a lesser ex-

Selsgimingm of:the U.S.
ebate at the U.N. is characterized
by a “pervasive practice of double
standards in arenas such as human
rights,”
according
to Kirkpatrick.
She believes that many Americans
have ‘utopian expectations” about
the, U.N. “We have recurrent dreams

4
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~ The Georgetown
University undergraduate schools’ tuition will subsidize the graduate schools next year,
according to Main Campus Finance
[Officer Mel Bell. Although there are
no exact dollar figures available, it'is
clear that the subsidy, which was
tacked onto next year’s tuition in-
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Main Campus Finance Officer

Mel

Bell is preparing the 1982-83 budget for review
Directors.

by

the

Board

of

amount.

According to Bell, “A lot of the
costs that would normally have been
picked up by the graduate sutdents
are now being picked up by the undergraduate students.”
Bell said there were two reasons
why graduate costs are being transferred to undergraduate tuition. The
first reason was that the Main Campus Finance Committee’s graduate
enrollment figures were higher than
the actual figures by fifty students.

“Therefore
which

we

we

had to take increases

were

going

to distribute to

those fifty students and we had to
distribute them to the undergraduates.’

The second reason was the already
high

tuition

figure

of

Georgetown

graduate schools. According to Bell,
“It was quite apparent that we could
not

increase

the

graduate

tuition

at

the same level that we increased the
undergraduate tuition.”
The
original
graduate
increase
would have raised tuition to $275
per credit hour. Bell explained that
“we were not competitive so we had
to drop it back.”
The exact amount that is being
transferred to undergraduate tuition
is not known but Bell said that the
figure will be brought up when he
presents the budget to the Universi-

ty’s Board of Directors.

:

the

isolation,

in 'the U.S.

humiliation

and

that differences will be

resolved by reason and not by force,”
she explained.
The
HOYA asked
Kirkpatrick
whether she found it difficult to
work with other branches of the U.S.
government in maintaining support
for Israel when the State Department
“offers” to sell arms to hostile neighbors such as Jordan. She responded,
“I do not have a personal foreign
policy. My views are clearly laid out
on the public record, because I am a
writer and it is a state of life, not an
occupation. I function as a representative of a government.”
While she does not find the activities of other members of the cabinet
causing difficulties for her, Kirkpatrick explained that there are ‘‘strains
and tensions.” ‘It is very easy to exaggerate the amount of disagreement
within our government. It is also easy
to exaggerate the desirability of frictionless, perfectly harmonious decision-making within the administration

. but we do not want to have
cabinet of clones of each other.”

a

instructor Till,
to notes
students

Jepsen’s

staff,

the

have

notified

week

the

HOYA

questioning

the

in the 2g

content

of

a

column by Rowland Evans and Robert Novac of the Washington Post
which appeared on February 10. The
columnists alleged that in an attempt
to get to the bottom of the issue,
Jepsen’s
office
“demanded
from

generally agreed that Rollins had discussed AWACs and Jepsen’s role in
the issue. During a February 2 meeting attended by Jepsen, Rollins, and
presidential advisors James Baker III
and Edwin Meese, Rollins initially
denied speaking at Georgetown at all.
He later recalled giving the lecture

Georgetown

after

volunteered by a student, and the six
students submitted willingly to taped
interviews in the office. Assistant to

Jepsen

indicated

the students

had verified this, but he denied saying anything about AWACs.
Various alumni and area citizens

University

the

names

of ©

the thirteen or fourteen students
who heard Rollins’ lecture. The University was frightened that the demand came from a senator. Confidential files were opened and the
names handed over.” Jepsen’s office

insisted

that

the list of names was

continued on page

two

Lobbying Groups Plan
Student March on Hill
by George Nussbaum
HOYA

The

tent,

Rollins,

made by

Second

dent Lobby

jackals.”

‘Undergrad Tuition to Subsidize Grads

oT
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TF ty

and

representative

accomodate

crease, is a considerable

moh

U.S.

Club breakfast on February 18, Kirkpatrick explained that “the style and
culture of the debate creates severe
problems for any U.S. representative

professor, asserts that the U.N. is
characterized by ‘a style of debate
that features harsh attacks on pre-

Ta

like

2

Speaking

Jeane Kirkpatrick, United States
Ambassador to the United Nations

and

tar ets

interviewed

vehind
Hyde’s
present
Jepsen
office

‘and six students. According

/

Kirkpatrick Goncemex by Double Standards
=

as the “White House source”
the damaging commentary in
article after a list of persons
at the GU lecture was given to
by a student. The Senator’s

Staff Writer

annual

National Stu-

Day will be held at the

Capitol building on Monday, March 1
for students across the country to
voice their opinions and lobby against
the proposed 60% federal budget
cuts in student financial aid and
other

programs.

The

cuts will affect

over one million students. More than
3,000
students
are
expected
to
attend.
The event is being coordinated by
the National Coalition of Independent College and University Students
(COPUS), the U.S. Students Association (USSA), and the Washington
Area Students Association. Included
in the day’s agenda are speeches given by Senator Edward Kennedy (DMA), Congressman Peter Peyser (DNY), and others. There will also be
a lobbying session from 1:00 to 5:00
p.m.
Jeff Befort, a member of the Student Government’s Legislative Action
Council,
encourages
cerned students to contact

any contheir con-

gressman’s office for an appointment
to discuss their opinions on the cuts
and problems they will be faced with
in financing their educations. In addition, the Council will be active on
campus, sending fliers to the faculty
in order to gather support against the
cuts,A G.U.T.S. bus will be leaving
campus for the Capital 8:30 Monday
morning.
The Washington
Area Students
Association, comprised of all colleges
and universities in the metro area, is
sponsoring a march from the Wash-

:

ington Monument starting at 3:00,
which will proceed to the Capitol for 5
a final assembly on the West Steps.
The march is planned to coincide
with George Washington University’s
class strike day to protest cuts in aid

and GW’s increased

tuition. Accord-

ing to Befort, any students who wish
to express their views but are unable
to attend the entire day’s lobbying
events are encouraged to attend the
march.
)

ON CAMPUS
Film: Superman II. LA-6; Friday,
February 26 and Saturday, February 27, 8:00 p.m. $2.50/83. 50
SES.
:
Drama: A Cry of Players. Mask
and Bauble. Poulton Hall, Stage
III; Friday, February 26 and Saturday, Bebruaty 27, 8:00 p.m.
$3.50.
Lecture:
“Ulysses and the First
Amendment.”
Speech by Irving
Younger, sponsored by the James
Joyce Society of Washington. Hart
Moot Courtroom, GU Law Center;
Friday, February 26, 8:00 p.m.
Free.
Concert: “Strauss Oboe Concer0.” Georgetown Symphony Orchestra. Featuring Oboist Adrian
Gnam. Gaston Hall; Sunday, Feb- |
ruary 28, 5:00 p.m. $4.
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Logiont Honors HOYA'’s McClendon
by Roberta Grier
HOYA

Contributing

Editor

Sarah McClendon, advisor to the
HOYA
and correspondent for 38
‘years in Washington, was awarded the
American Legion National Command-

er’s Public Relations Award on February

17. For her work as a hard-hit-

ting journalist who “represents the
little guy at the highest level of gov-

ernment,” McClendon was presented
the annual award whose past recipients include Jack Anderson and the
producers
of NBC’s
newsprogram

, “Meet the Press.”

honored McClendon for her* ‘pursuit
of the truth, enthusiasm and just plain
guts.”
As advisor to the HOYA, McClendon

teaches

journalism

techniques

and brings a national perspective to
the campus paper. She believes that
“journalism

is a public

trust

and

we

must uphold that.”
In her acceptance speech, McClendon deplored what she described as
‘a national campaign of criticism

against the press which

could result

in curtailing the free flow of information.” She warned that ‘this campaign
Klan

is as cancerous as the Ku Klux
in Maryland, anti-semitism in

McClendon ‘adds sparks to.otherIllinois and the war against civil rights
wise routine happenings in our lives,”
and human
rights being conducted
said Legion
National
Commander
rather successfully
in the United
Jack Flynt, who presented the award.
She is known for her piercing quesStates Senate.”
tions at presidential press conferences,
Honored
for
her
‘outstanding
which she says the little' guy would ° public’ service in communications”
ask if he had the chance. The Legion
‘and her service in World War II in the

Women’s Army
Corps, McClendon
explained that her work has not been
easy. “Don’t think it’s easy for White
House correspondents. We have to
“take all those dirty looks, kicking
around, ignoring our telephone calls,
keeping us from talking to the bosses,
humiliating us standing behind ropes,

being cut off from entering rooms,
insults. They say we only bear bad
news. We tell it like it happens.”
McClendon believes that these restrictions
‘make
government
‘the
people’s adversary.” She continues to
work to make government ‘‘respect-

able and effective” through her work
at the White House and on the George. town campus.

Turner Feted at Business Week
Ted

Turner,

“entrepreneur

extra-

ordinaire,” owner of two Atlanta
sports teams, winner of the America’s
Cut, and founder of the new Cable
News Network, was honored with
the third annual Georgetown University Business Person of the Year
Award February 16 in Gaston Hall.
The ceremony was the highlight
of “Business Week, ’82.° February
15-19,

a series of business-related

ac-

tivities sponsored jointly by the Busi-

ness
and

School, its Academic Council,
the Delta Sigma Pi fraternity.

The

theme

of

Business

Week

this

year was entrepreneurship.
Turner gave the week’s keynote
address at the ceremony and then answered questions from the audience.
His speech was topical and wide-ranging, covering such subjects as the
prospects for entrepreneurs during
the rest of the century.

Questionnaire
Says Faculty
Oppose Graduation Changes
Georgetown University faculty
members are decidedly opposed
+ to any major changes in the present graduation procedures, according to the results of a questionnaire
distributed
by
the Governance

Committee

of the Faculty Senate

at the Senate’s meeting Tuesday.
The

questionnaire

was

distrib-

uted in reaction to University President Father Timothy Healy's past
suggestion
of holding
separate

graduation ceremonies for each of
the University’s five schools.
The Governance Committee also expressed concern over the lack
of

student

decorum

during

year’s graduation ceremony

last

when

champagne was sprayed by a number of the graduates. The Commit-

tee report suggested that the department chairpersons and faculty
“address appropriate words to students during the last week of classes or at other opportune times.”

Honors Go To Debate Team
by Jamie Coakley
HOYA

Ass’t. News Editor

The Georgetown University Philodemic Society was honored this past

week when its top debate team of
John Bland (CAS ’83) and Paul Barret (CAS ’83) received an at-large bid
to April’s National Debate Championships. In addition, Oxford University

has chosen Gaston Hall as the spot to
hold a debate with four other U.S.
college
debate
teams,
including
Georgetown and Harvard, on April
1.3.

The National Debate Tournament
‘Committee bestowed at-large bids to
the top sixteen teams-in the country.
_ According to the Assistant Director
of the Society, Bradley Ziff, when
the final rankings come out, Bland
and Barret will probable be among
the top six teams in the nation.
Ziff said that this will be the third
year in a row that Bland and Barret
have gone to the national tournament. Two years ago they placed fifth
in the U.S. and last year they finished
ninth.
Freshman debate team members
Paul Attaway (SBA) and Mark Dybul (SES) will be gunning for a spot
at the national tournament
when
they compete at the District Championship Qualifying Tournament at
the Naval Academy’ in two weeks.
Ziff feels they have a good chance of

succeeding.
two

teams

“We

anticipate

at the

national

having

champion-

ships,” he said.
This weekend Barret and Bland
will compete at the Heart of America
\ tournament at the University of Kansas, ‘Last week they competed in tournaments at Harvard and Dartmouth
where they reached the quarter-finals
and the semi-finals, respectively.

Newsbriefs
A chapter of Al-Anon will begin
meeting at Georgetown University on
Tuesday, March 16 in Room 159 St.
Mary's, from
2:30-3:30 p.m.
EE

The

Student

Life Committee

vo-

ted 11-6 Friday to reject the charter
of the Publications Board as formulated
by
the
Student
Activities

Commission: and . approved
by the
Student Senate last semester. The
SLC will forward its recommendation

that

the

Board

be re-formulated

to Dean of Student Affairs William
Stott. Details on the Committee’s
decision

and

the

status

of the

Board

will be forthcoming.
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Hostage Crises Recalled

stems from his experience in helping
to obtain the release of Richard Starr
from Colombian terrorists.
Starr had spent a three year stint
in captivity in the Colombian hinterlands. Although it was syndicated
columnist Jack Anderson who met
the price of the guerrillas—a reputed
$250,000 ransom fee—it was Sorzano
who kept communication lines with
the terrorists open for two and a half
years prior to Starr’s release.
Before
negotiations came to a
close, Sorzano was called back to the
U.S. to resume his professorship at
Georgetown.
Sorzano feels that the first mistake
in Teheran was to let the mob come
in over the fence without making
them pay a price for their actions.
“That eventually led to the second takeover of the American Embassy. If they had paid a price on the
first takeover attempt, that would

Sorzano Questions Methods
by Siobhan Morrissey
Special

to the HOYA

. January 20th marked the one year
"anniversary
of the release of the
American hostages in Iran. If nothing
else, the Iranian hostage crisis should
give more insight into how to handle
and perhaps prevent similar situations in the future.
Jose Sorzano, a Georgetown Uni-\

versity professor presently serving as
a United States ambassador to the
United Nations, has his own ideas on
the subject of hostages and their captors.

|

Sorzano

tage

got his first taste of hos-

negotiations

when

he

took

a

leave of absence from' teaching to
work as the Peace Corps Country Director in Colombia from 1976-79.
His grounding
in hostage
affairs

Drinan Speech to Launch
New GU Chapter of ADA
diculous to think that way in the city
which houses the American government.”

by Matt Falvey
HOYA

Staff Writer

The Geoiselown University Chapter of Americans for Democratic Action will hold its first meeting next
week with guest speaker Fr. Robert
Drinan of the GU Law Center. The
Chapter, currently being organized
on campus will, according to its constitution, be dedicated to the promotion of liberal and democratic principles and the advancement of freedom,
justice, and human rights.”

Jack Warner, one of the three stu-

in

support

of

us

we

can

be

an

“It is hard to judge Carter’s actions

without knowing the full story. Vital
information as to what went on behind the scene may change the whole
context of the situation,” Sorzano
warned.
One thing that can be said in favor
of Carter’s; negotiating talents—the
hostages are back, alive—and a potential war was avoided.

A GW Master's
In Public Administration
Makes Sense
‘In the Job Market
At George Washington University the Department
of Public Administration can prepare you for
rewarding careers in Budgeting and Finance. Policy
Analysis. City Management, Telecommunications.

they can’t make a difference. It’s riFr. Dave Hinchon, S.J.
of the

Applied Research Methods. Public Personnel,
Procurement and Contracting, and Public
Management. Find out more at our reception.

Jesuit Volunteer Corps

RECEPTION
Tuesday, March 2
5:30-7:30 p.m.

will be at

Georgetown University
Rm. 111 — Healy
;

on Tuesday, March 2, 1982
1:20-3:30 p.m.

the Iranians to laugh all the louder.

Fr. Drinan, the national president
of ADA, will speak at the group’s
first meeting on Monday, March 1 at
8:30 in 301A White-Gravenor.

active group at Georgetown.”
The group is concerned about the
apathy of liberals at Georgetown.
Todd Haskell, another organizer of
the chapter, stated that ‘“‘the time is
now for liberals on campus to organize and I feel that ADA is the perfect organization to work through.”
Warner added, “A lot of people on
campus
are apathetic, they think

12 noon-1:15

tants,” Sorzano explained.
It did not help much that the
press was highly critical of Carter’s
efforts. Slowly Carter was losing the
support of his own people. Such a
vote of no confidence only spurred

The chapter organizers feel that
their greatest ‘strength is the national
ADA organization that stands behind
each chapter. Haskell explained that
“the ADA has played an important
role in American politics since 1947.
ADA chapters everywhere have become an integral part of liberalism in
America. We know that the Georgetown chapter will play the same role
here that ADA has played on the national level.”

dents organizing the group, explained
that “we are starting ADA as a catalyst’ for liberalism on campus. Americans for Democratic Action means
just that—action. We are confident
that with the national ADA organization

have served as a warning to the mili-

620- 21st St., NW
Public Administration Dept.
George Washington University
Washington. D.C. 20052

Please sign up in advance for
a personal interview on the door
of Rm. 111— Healy Bldg.

676-6295

DO YOU NEED
PASSPORT PHOTOS?

GW

We are not only the least expensive
and fastest, but perhaps the closest
instant passport photo studio to this
university. High quality color of
B&W with 5 min. service.

2 for 6.95, 4 for 9.90, 6 for 12.95, 8

for 15.95, $1 for each add’l copies
above 8
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Associate Editor

continued from last week
— Campus Ministries has conducted or participated in several activities
on the subjects of homosexuality,
homosexuals’ civil rights, abortion,
birth control, and the priesthood for
women, and has co-sponsored events
with the GPGU. If Campus Ministries
can talk about these things without
violating Catholic tenets or signifying GU’s endorsement of them, then
chartering the GPGU would not violate Catholicism or constitute endorsement of homosexuality or the
‘“‘gay movement.”
The final argument of the gay
groups is that even if GU can prove
granting charters would violate a sincerely held Catholic teaching, D.C.’s
interest in eradicating discrimination
overrides the Free Exercise Defense.
The University’s Defense
Georgetown’s argument is that it
does

not

have

to

obey

the

Human

Rights Act since its actions are based
on religious beliefs and are therefore
protected by the Free Exercise Clause

of

the Constitution.

In their brief,

the University lawyers summarized
their case in four points:
1) The
Roman
Catholic
faith,
with which GU is affiliated, holds that

— Homosexual acts are disordered
and evil, and must be condemned;
— Homosexual acts may never be
approved or condoned by a Catholic

2) Official University recognition
of the gay groups would constitute
endorsement and approval of their
goals, philosophy, and activities.
3) These goals and beliefs (of the
GPGU) are inconsistent with Georgetown’s idea of its role and its obligations as an educational institution affiliated with the Catholic Church.
4) The University denied charters
to the gay groups because it felt obligated to not recognize organizations
whose philosophies, goals and activities conflict with fundamental beliefs of the Roman Catholic faith.
Due to an error last week, the
HOYA
omitted the “arguments of

person or institution;

— People with homosexual orientations are obliged to try to change

that orientation;
— No Catholic may condone, endorse, approve, or be neutral as to
the acceptability of homosexual orientation, lifestyle, or acts;
— Catholic institutions must affirm that the only legitimate context
for sexual relations is heterosexual
marriage; and
— Catholic institutions’'cannot endorse a view of human nature that
emphasizes the sexual aspect to the
exclusion of others.

Georgetown

University

ina page one

story “Trial History Detailed.”’ Our
apologies for this oversight.

Rollins Feud
continued from page 1

House press release dated February
11. “The quotes used in the (October
Register) story by Mr. Hyde, including the quote ‘We just beat his brains |
out’ and other statements in a similar

GU PresidentTimothyHealy, Charles
Meng, confirmed Jespen’s denial, saying “I have no idea on what Evans
and Novak based their claim.” The
Post columnists were unavailable for
comment
when contacted
by the
HOYA.
The entire issue apparently has
been resolved, accofding to a White

vein, are

not an accurate rendition of

what Mr. Rollins told the class.
;
“As far as the White House and
Senator Jepsen are concerned, this is
the end of the matter.”

FIGHT FEDERAL
EDUCATION CUTS!
2nd Annual National Student Lobby Day.
Contact your Congressman for an Appointment
Mon, Mar. 1, 8:30-5 / Sponsored by COPUS and USAA

is an equal opportunity

Mon, March

1st, 3 p.m. (see related article for more info)

Sponsored by GU Legislative Action Council

“4

mstitution.

ADOPTION 1s ax OPTION
The Barker Foundation is
. that has placed children
We offer free counseling
unplanned

by Sarah Rosenson

Washington Area Students Association
March on the Capitol.

Strong Hall Lounge

General Information Session
Personal Interviews

GPGU Trial Arguments Contin ued

a licensed non-profit agency
in area homes since 1945.
and services for those with
pregnancies.

YEAR ABROAD IN FLORENCE
1982-1983 ACADEMIC YEAR
VILLALF BALZE

All inquiries are confidential o The final decision is yours
THE BARKER FOUNDATION

337-5217

4545 42nd Street, N.W., Suite 207 Washington, D.C. 20016

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
2nd Floor Georgetown Mall

(202) 363-7751

4

Deadline for Applications:
April 5, 1982

Courses:
Fall Semester

1982

Spring Semester 1983.

Basic Italian Language Course (4)

Basic Italian Language Course (4)

Italian Art: 1400-1600 (3)

History of Florence ( 3).
Seminar: Great Books of the Italian Renaissance (3)

Renaissance Architecture (3)

English Travelers in Italy (3)

Italian Painting: 1250-1400 (3)
Roman & Early Christian Art (3)

There's more to love then
M

A

K

oy

Charg es:

|

LOVE
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

MICHAEL ONTKEAN

The lang. semester charges for all students on the program will be:
Tuition: Hind

AN ARTHUR HILLER FILM

MAKING LOVE
¢ KATE JACKSON

ahr Anand

Room»... @.
Jt a
Bledel.

Presents

A PRODUCTION OF THE INDIEPROD COMPANY

Political Theory of Machiavelli (3)

NN

« HARRY HAMLIN

is Fira ar haan
a

a

he

on ni

lag

Ry

Available in paperback from Ballantine Books

i
3
!
{
J

_

PLAYING!

4&6 JENIFER CINEMA
Washington, D.C.

ROTH'S 7 LOCKS
Rockville , Md.

XE
© 1982 TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX

NOW
AMC’S ACADEMY
" Greenbelt, Md.

BY DELL

LOEHMANN’S PLAZA
Falls Church, Va.

NTI TYSONS CORNER
McLean, Va.

SPRINGFIELD MALL

WHEATONPLAZA

Springfield, Va.

Wheaton, Md.

. 800
Sina 900

Surcharge:
HehtandBlechicity..
ios bad pind
en
nA Wein
ie
500

Directed by ARTHUR HILLER Music by LEONARD ROSENMAN
COLOR

$2,600

;

TOTAL per semester $4,800

WENDY HILLER and ARTHUR HILL Produced by ALLEN ADLER and
DANIEL MELNICK Screenplay by BARRY SANDLER Story by A. SCOTT BERG

UNDER 17 REQUIRES ACCOMPANYING
PARENT OR ADULT GUARDIAN

Sad

Contact for information and application forms:
Mr. William L. Maas, S.J.
Provost's Office, 204 Healy
Telephone: 625-4231

|
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Inconsistency Indefensible
Georgetown to actually provide birth control
or abortions. By freely giving this information
to students, the University is saying “these are
the facts, and now it’s up to you as individuals
to determine what you consider to be the moral

3 Perhaps the most disturbing thing about the
- University’s stand against the GPGU and GRC
is that it is totally inconsistent with other administration policy.
|
In his opening statement at the trial on Monday, GU lawyer Charles Wilson stated that the
University has a strong and proud affiliation
“with the Catholic Church. If that is true, then
~ the University must apply Catholic principles
consistently rather than selectively.
Georgetown is arguing that it cannot recognize, these groups because they promote the
idea that a homosexual lifestyle is a valid and
| moral alternative, and the Catholic Church
says that homosexual acts are evil.
How can this be reconciled with the fact
that exactly the same subjects are discussed at
both GPGU meetings and seminars which are
co-sponsored by Campus Ministries and the,
GPGU? Or with the fact that any information
could

desire

concerning

abortions,

'HOYA 2/12/82) despite the Catholic assertion
that these are wrong?
Clearly the University does not feel that discussing these issues violates any tenet of Catholicism;

on the other hand,

The

University

makes

no

- that are discussed at Student Health and Cam-

birth

control methods and devices —and where to get
them —are available at Student Health (see

of action.”

attempt to prevent people from deciding to
use birth control or to have an abortion.
Then why in the case of the gay groups
(whose members include both gay and straight
people) is GU refusing to give students the
right to foster discussion? No one is asking the
University to give them a bed on which to engage in homosexual acts.-Rather, these students
are asking to discuss the same kinds of issues

\

‘one

course

no one expects

pus Ministries.
It seems that in order to act consistently
the University has two options: either it can
stop all discussion of controversial issues, or it
~ can grant the GPGU and GRC the same rights
as other student groups and offices, such as
‘Student Health and Campus Ministries. The
first would be a throwback to the attitude of
the Inquisition. The second would be the action of an institution which is sincerely trying
to reconcile Catholic tradition with the modern world.

\

Georgetown University has the rather dubious distinction of being directly under a
| ‘Washington

within easy reach of the Georgetown campus.
Dulles International and Baltimore-Washington International both boast safe runways, in
sharp contrast to National's severely deficient
one, and all the conveniences of modern airfields— WNA was modern in 1941.
Transporation is a hassle. With extra planaing, however, students can get to either airport
and in less than 45 minutes. The availability of
reduced airfares makes the trip to BWI worth

National Airport flightpath. Forty -

planes travel in and out of this airport each
hour between7 a.m. and 10 p.m. If you have
taken a course in White-Gravenor or Poulton

you would swear that the lion’s share of the
planes fly directly over Copley lawn. You
would certainly agree with the FAA that the
construction

of

“schools,

churches,

theaters,

. auditoriums should be avoided where possible
"in

this noise

zone.”

Beyond

noise,

the effort, and to Dulles, not only because it is
an architectural ‘dream, but because it offers

of course,

there is safety and the real possibility of a
forced jetliner landing on.campus.
In the face of these local diffculties with
WNA, it is surprising that we make no unified
- protest against the level of its use.
This is partly because many of us use the
airport. It was built for convenience, a feature
we value especially around vacation time.
- However, it is hypocritical to complain about
the noise and the danger while continuing to
patronize this airfield.
Two thoroughly modern, jet-age airports lie

National Airport’s Short Runways —t he Final Solution

Student Senate Blind to GU Reality
there to enlist support from the busi-

Editor’s Note: This letter was originally addressed to members of the
class of 1985.
To the Editor:

Jet-tison National

safety in its design and lack of congestion.
The over-use of Washington National Airport
is an issue that must be addressed by a group
representative of the University. Furthermore,
members of the Georgetown community should
arrange to travel as much as possible from the
other area airports, in order that the protest be

substantiated by action. Van or perhaps GUTS
transportation could be provided to both BWI
and Dulles at vacation times. Everyone in the
Georgetown community who values quiet instruction, study and safe skies above will benefit.

»

By

this

time

you

and

I have

probably, lost the townhouse
and

in such

a moment

ness community
and to solicit and
coordinate
such
projects as special
scholarship funds or even buildings.

When
committees
are formed
to
meet
with
potential
benefactors,
there should be an enthusiastic stu'dent senator present.
The potential giver must be convinced that the fraction that they
could add to a nine-digit (sic) endow-

both,

lottery,

it is very easy

to ask just what the Student Senate
does that affects our everyday lives.
The administration believes that once
the Intercultural Center and Village
“B”

are

completed,

their

building

ment makes such unconscionable tuition as we will experience this year

goals through the decade will be
complete. If Georgetown wants to be

to

show

solidarity

in

less

than

an

eight

percent

I and many other GU heterosexuals, by virtue of the position in
which we find ourselves, as the number of males from the gay community who frequent Yates increases,
have come to understand the cries of
women
who are appalled by the

re-

sponse is a poor Band-Aid for one’s
alienated “constituents.” Apathy is
like a bag of potato chips—once you
have a few you don’t stop until you
finish the whole bag. (Thats enough *

stares

men’s

answer. Whether we like it or not,
this University operates on an elabor-

A

Your

to get

the

out

student

into

representative

cannot

senator has
got

to

be
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columns

To the Editor:
I got a real chuckle from Robert
Krueger's article
‘Yes,
But
Does
Your Mother Surf” which appeared .
in the February 12 edition of the
HOYA. Anyone who has ever had the
pleasure of walking up Fifth Avenue
from 42nd Street to Central Park
would immediately see the folly in
Mr. Krueger’s contention that “New
York has fallen from grace.”
The last time I was in Los Angeles
I asked someone to take me down‘town, but nobody seemed to know
where it was. We drove for hours on
crowded freeways which lead from .
nowhere

represent

the

opinions

University subscribes to the principle of responsible freedom

of

the

authors

of expression

and

do

not

necessarily

for student editors.

to

nowhere

through

plagued by
high school

at one thing or

many

of

you

are

unpleasant memories
student government,

of
re-

member that we are all capable of
doing the job that is asked of a student

down

representative,

to is who

and

all it comes

can resist the potato

chips and who eats the whole

bag.

Peter J. Stafford
SBA ’85

would

be explosive

imagine

why

they

would

that, like the women, we too would
have the privilege to be separated
from such an uncomfortable situation, it would be absurd to suggest a
gay locker room. Perhaps we could

invite the leaders of GPGU to discuss
the possibility of establishing specific
“gay hours” with the administration
of Yates. I doubt that any discussions

of

this

nature

would

ever

the
concept
comes more

ence

of

however,

of homosexuality
benatural. As the experi-

many

‘women

has

passivity often

shown,

incites in-

creased aggression—as that which is
desirable
becomes
less attainable.
Though
my present complaints are
. bearable, I don’t savor the thought of
being raped.

— Name

withheld

Best read letters are undzr 300 words in length. All
letters must be signed and should include the writer's
school

and

class, or position with

home address.

miles

the University,

I desired, the HOYA

or

will withhold a

name from publication, but no unsigned letters will
“be printed. All letters become the property of the
vo
HOYA,

HE HOYA BOARD OF EDITORS
welcomes Rostrum/ Viewpoint submissions from all members of the Georgetown
University community, concerning any issue.
-Rostrum/ Viewpoint columns should explorea =

would reiterate New York’s position
as America’s premier city. I lament
the fact that not everyone can appreciate
that.
inexplicable
experience

particular topic in more depth than a letter would
permit, and are generally from 500 to 800 words
:

be

attempted,
as it would be self-defeating to the offending members
who are obviously interested in finding other play mates.
.
Many purport that, like many women, we will come to grips with it as

The HOYA welcomes letter
and guest columns (Rostrums) from our readers and
make every effort o publish as many submissions as
possibie. All submussions should be delivered to the
HOYA
office in Copley basement, typed and
doublespaced. We reserve the right to edit for length
and clarity.

of one-story huts which all looked
identical (I only saw two buildings I
could genuinely consider sky-scrapers). Beverly Hills is plastic, as are
“Dizzyland,” ‘Universal Studios and
the rest of Los Angeles’ purported
cultural institutions.
Perhaps the splendor and elegance
of New York are not apparent to|
everyone. A quick luncheon at the
Waldorf or a cocktail served at dusk
on the top of the World Trade Center

that is New York, but then again
maybe it’s.an innate gift.
Mr. Krueger, we could meet for
drinks at Twenty-One to discuss the
issue further. You needn’t bring your
mother’s surfboard.
Timothy S. Hunt
SES 84

While

The HOYA Letter
Polic

the Big Apple

Board of Editors

complaints

problem. Not only did that tend to
make my shower much less effective,
but. it seemed to be like telling a
child that he cannot have whatever is
in the cookie jar—he wants it even
more.
Though it would seem to follow

Appreciatd in

It'll make great road-trip reading!

from

hoping it would help to alleviate the

‘‘Shred’’ Not
this Thursday, March 4.

innuendos

form a club to pursue such interests)
I tried wearing my swimming suit,

the community.
has

sexual

if those men were allowed to share
the
saunas
and
showers
of
the
women’s locker room. As I feel each
person is entitled to his or her own
form of sexual perversion (although I

If you do not believe that a puzzle
has an answer, you'll never find the

this in mind,

and

oversexed males. I would venture to
say that the magnitude of such wo-

analogies for now.)

got

is very good

another.

Provokes Resentment

a

roundabout way with the feminist
cause). They have focused goals but
they are not able to implement them
effectively.
Sending around a survey that elicits

everyone

Homosexual Harrassment

representatives, with one exception,
" Mark
Schinderman,
proceed
like
novelist John Irving’s “Ellen Jamesians” (women
who
cut off their
tongues

Finally, as for qualifications, well,
in a school like Georgetown one is
easily awed because it seems that

all the less likely in the future.

in the top five in more than just basketball, we cannot
stop now. Our

© ate system of Public Relations. PR
makes the world go around. Keeping

Watch for the next scintillating issue of the HOY

Z

A

in length.
To facilitate inclusion in the following
Friday’s issue Rostrum/ Viewpoint submissions

should be in our office by Sunday evening.

.
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Rostrum/Fernand Lavalle CAS ’85

Catholic Position on Sex: Beyond Taboos
At the risk of being unjustly cast
as one who is “old-fashioned,” “‘inexperienced,”
“conservative,”
or ‘a
damned Catholic,” I wish to respond
to a recent feature articled run in the
February 5 issue of HOYA. I must
admit that I’ve always been an avid
supporter of an entirely free and responsible press, and accordingly I hold
the HOYA and good and responsible
‘journalism in high esteem. However,
[ wish to voice an objection to a recent contretemps titled “Sex Poll Results,” written by Features Editor
Mike Farrand.
The article was a genuinely disturbing piece of misleading journalism,
even if some of the data on which it
was based was accurate. Its thin guise
of objectivity doesn’t hold water. In
fact, “Sex Poll Results” was a gross
injustice to free minds, and seemed
to have its origins in the murky world -

“informal conclusions.” I am sure
this was a typo—it should have read,

“we will impose invalid and erroneous

high cost of a Georgetown education.
The
“objective”,
poll ' results,
though] get even better in paragraph
six of the article. I thought I had seen
everything in the way of unreasonable
journalism until the following: the

the objective, factual results of the

town University doesn’t make contraceptives available (in the bookstore
I guess), one of the persons polled
said, “What it will do though is to
make it (sexual activity) considered
dirty, furtive and make people feel
guilty . ..” The next sentence reads:
“Many, too, felt that the Catholic

Rostrum/Kara Swisher SFS ’84

Tough ToBe So Tiny
ceived

10,000

copies

from

funny

friends, I did get a little peeved. The
shorter people of this world should
get together and do something about
might have turned out better for me.
their plight, or at least lower counter
Perhaps she was tired of the back
tops, and water fountains.
pain she got when she was dancing
Being short really isn’t that bad,
with taller men, or she was sick of
although I’ll never be able to look at
looking at them directly in the stommost people face to face, or look out
ach when she was trying to carry on
over a crowd, or ever get served witha conversation. Whatever happened,
out the third degree. I'll also never
she married a short man. The wedding must have been cute—a” tiny = have to-worry about finding a date
that’s too short—unless I plan on datcouple in a tiny church. Precious.
ing 3rd graders. Still; movies are
After I was born, size didn’t matter for a while. Height just doesn’t
cheap, and crowds will never be a
problem, and puppies, babies, and
matter with babies because they are
tiny samples aren’t bad company. . . .
always lying down, no standing up
involved. Babies are fat, or slobbery,
angelic, roly-poly, or ugly, but never
short or tall. I was safe for a few
years.
:
When we all stood up on our feet,
someone

a

little

taller,

and

that Hoyettes are

things

it is de rigueur to slight the Catholic
Church. To state that the ‘‘Catholic
tradition does not reduce sexual activity, it just makes it furtive and dirty’’ when the Church has done more
to elevate the human spirit than all
the Features Editors and Sex Polls
that have ever existed is hardly contemptible, it is pitiable. It reflects an
arrogant, blatant ignorance. It reminds me of the old adage, ‘It is better to have people think you’re an
idiot, than to open you mouth and
remove all doubt.”

“more sexually active” than their
male counterparts because of the

conclusions on a poorly conducted,
hardly objective poll, even though we
are not at all qualified to do so.”
I applaud the second paragraph of
the article. It does not suffer from
the distortions characteristic of the
rest of the article. It managed to give

aforementioned poll. A small point
of interest—only 134 GU students responded to the poll, out of some 5,837 undergraduates enrolled. Unfortunately, the valid results of the poll
only occupied one paragraph, and
the writer had two and a half columns
to fill, so he trod on.
It doesn’t take a very excogitive
person to spot the scurrilous state‘ment opening the third paragraph of
the article. In it, I am certain the author became ill and had a major lapse
of student unreason, From start to
of memory. How else could one say,
finish, the article contained non se“Premarital sex was deemed acceptaquiturs,
presumptuous
conclusions,
ble by fully 82.6% of Georgetown
and even a few outright ridiculously
students” when earlier we saw that
inaccurate statements to boot.
only fully 134 students even respondLet’s begin with the very first pared to the poll. One wonders about
agraph of the article. The reader is
the significance of the results of such
told that he is to be given the results
a poll whose methodology was admitof a HOYA survey gauging the sexual
tedly unscientific. Without a doubt,
attitudes and views of Georgetown
the writer meant/to say 82.6% of the
students.”’ Fair enough. But no men134 respondents or 110.7 Georgetown
tion is made of the soundness of the
students condone premarital sex.
poll’s methodolgy, the qualifications
The article goes on expounding its
of those who drew it up, or even of
“results.” I did find it mildly humorthose who interpreted its results.
ous that the author found the survey
In an amusing display of untar“ill-equipped. to explain why there is
nished, erroneous reporting, the artia divergence between the sexes” in
cle continues to say that on the one
their amount of sexual activity. I was
hand ‘the results aren’t completely
hoping he would have once again inscientific, yet on the other hand that
it yields information sufficient for - terpolated in his grand fashion, and

The easiest person to blame would
be my mother. She could have picked

possibly concluded

author reports that because George-

The fact is, the Catholic Church
teaches a very distinctive morality,

and sex is considered a moral question. The Church teaches about unselfish, responsible and virtuous sex-

tradition of GU affects sexual activity in that it attracted a higher number of Catholic students whose own
moral standards tend to lessen sexual
activity.” From the senselss juxtaposition of these two sentences, the author wrote the bold type caption:

ual activity. Regardless of whether I
agree with it or not, I think that this
teaching denotes character and conviction, not furtiveness and dirtiness.

“Catholic tradition does not reduce
sexual activity, it just makes it furtive and dirty.” Somehow, this state-

ment

does

not

objectively

reflect

statements made by participants of
the poll.
I think I understand, the Feature
Editor’s slanted message, though. I'll
bet he thinks that his statements are

biting brilliance at its best; after all,

Viewpoint Rebuttal/Paul Weiss SBA ’85

Is the “Golden Rule” Lostin Today’s World?
ah

In his last letter Father Richard T.
McSorley entirely missed the point
that T made in my rebuttal to his article on morality and draft evasion.
He stated that I am “‘willing to write
about ‘our number one moral problem—our willingness to kill.” Though
I agree that this is a serious problem,
that was not'my intent.
:
I think that our ‘biggest moral
problem is our inability to face the

ated while we naively persisted in our
belief that treaties and the spirit of

detente would assuage their leadership. Loving our enemies and doing
good to those who hate us, as he suggests, will only hasten our downfall.
As requested by Father McSorley,

the

problems

began.

In

early

child-

sizes,

I stayed

in 6x

Danskin

dresses

and size two shoe. Shortness did have
its advantages at the time: I could

have

found

it—the

“learning

experie-

ence’ that is not only educational
but also incredibly interesting, and a
make it in to movies for infant rates,
ton
of fun
besides.
It is called
and through legs in crowds in record
NAIMUN and it is composed of GA,
time. My best friend grew an inch a
ECOSOC ICJ, SSTI, and INS. But
day, while I stayed 3°11’ all through don’t let all the initials scare you into
fifth grade.
seclusion—the mystery is not nearly
The dreaded visit to the doctor
as baffling
as it seems,
and it
sometime

in

high

school

sealed

my

fate when
I was informed that I
wouldn’t
really grow
anymore.
I
was assigned to a life of being mistaken for at least 10 years younger
than I was, clogs, eternal clothes
shortening, and a life of being described

not

as elegant,

or statuesque,

but as cute. Puppies, babies, and tiny
samples are cute. Precious.
Coming to Georgetown was another trauma. I was too small to be
in college already. College is for tall
people.

Being

taken

seriously

is

harder. Shelves in Darnall were too
high, and I stood on the desks to get
my books. Georgetown, as it turned

out

is a basketball school. Perfect,

Trying to find someone in the Pub
was a seriously difficult endeavor,
and standing atop a chair in the Pub
is probably not one of the more socially successful things to do.
I always wanted to be one of the
short people that were belligerent
about the whole thing. When the song
“Short

People”

came

out,

and

I re-

becomes

more

fascinating

as you un-

ravel it." .
Consider first, from a purely hedonistic point of view, the perks:
three free days in one of Washington’s
poshest hotels; wine receptions and a
formal banquet; meeting with Ambassador Jose Sorzano, Dr. Zbigniew
Brzezinski
and
countless accented
diplomats, . -and
the
ego-building
authority of 2,000 kids watching you
with at least some degree of awe,
convinced that your business attire
and discreet white badge signal your
knowledge and importance. Suddenly, you’re a Somebody.
Even
more
incredible,
your
friends are Somebodies too. Your
roommate is counting votes from a
dais on high, your friend is instructing hushed

delegates

on

the pros and

cons of U.N. intervention in the
Namibian crisis, and the reveler from
down the hall is transformed into a
pin-stripe-suited

leader,

exuding

au-

thority
and
addressed
as “Sir.”
(Thanks Tony, great job). It’sa bit of
a trip.

Corrections
In the February 12 issue of the
HOYA a letter to the Editor written by Phil Inglima was incorrectly
and
misleadingly
entitled
“Viewpoint” and placed on the
same

page

as

the

SG

candidates’

forums. As the letter was strictly
informational in nature, it should
have appeared in the letters
tion on the Editorial page.

Due

sec-

to an error in production, the

names
Space
omitted

of four members of the GU
Technology
House
were
as

signatories

of

a View-

point
rebuttal
entitled
‘Space
House
Responds: Give
Us
a
Chance.” They are: David Calderone, Geoff Salinger, Yanai Zvi
Siegel, and Tho T. Tran.
Pn

Once you begin to grasp even a
glimmer of what transpires behind
the closed convention doors, you are
even more impressed. It is the UN.—
and it works. People know what is
happening, and know how to deal
with the protocol, the politics and
the pomp that at first seems incomprehensible. Crises are met, resolutions

are

formed,

and

peace

is estab-

lished in the Middle East. The kidnapping of the Undersecretary of the
‘General
Assembly
(the
infamous
Dave Greenwald) by Libyan terrorists
causes a mild furor, but order is soon
restored.
NAIMUN succeeds also in linking
the model to the real. From the
opening ceremonies highlighted by
. Ambassador Jose Sorzano’s speech,
the
conference
makes
the media
world of the U.N. come alive and
close.

no

Zbigniew

lightweight

Brzezinski’s certainly

in these matters, and

meetings

with

embassy

big-shots

to

allow

you

to

go

play

your

own

part in that big nastiness—and maybe:
even with a touch of idealism added.
It is as.corny and hokey as Valentines
from Grandma, but its true—learning
can,

despite

all

evidence

to the

con-

trary, be fun. Lessons can be learned,
experience can be gained, and personalities can be strengthened—and it
need not be painful at all. It can be a
weekend of dizzy action, of sophisticated play, and of education that
skips

by

unnoticed

willing to wage nuclear war in our own defense. ...”

just:

very far in reaffirming to the delegates from
Kalamazoo
High
that
Burundi does, in fact, exist.
And so does Lesotho, and Albania,
and chemical warfare, and the IMF.
For three days, at least, horizons
widen and the big, nasty world opens
up

beneath

There was much rejoicing.
good time was had by all.

the

fun.

And

a

1) A

power

or powers

attack or

materially
threaten
to
attack
(through a mobilization) non-aggressive countries, including and especially your own; 2) the goal of the aggressor(s) are thwarted with a minimum or intended and actual civilian
casualties; and 3) The war is not used
as a pretext for gaining territory and/
or enhancing national power at the
expense of others, but only as a tool
for legitimate self-defense.
In answer to whether or not the
bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki
were just, I must say no, but let me
also state that while the bombings
were indeed horrible they served two
purposes: 1) They ended the war and
actually saved lives by making the

Many a harried business executive
has cast an admiring glance at his
faithful dog or cat curled up before
the hearth, and mused on what an
“idyllic existence pets must

live.

Nothing but an endless cycle of
sleeping, eating and being stroked,
with no worries and nothing to answer for, except an occasional bit of
mischief, like chewing master’s slip-

it was

announced

that because of the actions of last
year’s class, Healy would probably
punish the next two graduating classes. His presidential edict: there will
no longer be one graduating ceremony for everybody-—caught all by
surprise.
Most agree that Healy possesses

prepare

is even

more

that

‘““if you

desire

for war.” This advice
applicable

today

than it

was 200 years ago because of the destructiveness of our weapons. For 37
years we have avoided the hypothetical choice between ‘“‘Red or dead”
by being prepared and willing to
wage nuclear war in our own defense;
the risks are far too great in proportion to any possible gains that may

Sorry to say, this view is severely
distorted. Life in the fast lane is taking its toll for an increasing number
of ‘our nation’s domestic animals,
forcing them to take extraordinary
measures

neither the academic charm of Yale’s
former

president

Kingman

Brewster

nor the political savvy of Duke’s Terry Sanford. Healy has been denounced
on campus as dictatorial and derided
off-campus in a recent article by nationally syndicated columnist William Buckley, Jr. as a shallow thinker.
In fairness, one must say neither
of those opinions is necessarily accurate. He has raised a lot of money
for Georgetown. He did approve Join
Thompson’s

selection

as

basketball

coach. But winning ballgames is not
the only job a university president
must fulfill. He should be a person
that balances competing interests—
student, faculty, and employee. Indeed, he must be a man who brings
us together

and

points

to a common

goal.
Thus far Healy has only alienated
us. He turns a cold shoulder on our
student government and insults us
upon graduation.
Ronald Reagan, over the past year,
has
masterfully
reconciled
policy
disagreements

and

through

his ability

too

that

become

successful

to mediate.

It is

to

cope

with

the

pressures

of life.

Now

is the time fo bare the facts

on this scandal. Now is the time to
tell the tragic tale of ... ‘Pets on
Drugs.”
;
Most

Healy Found To Be Like Reagan

last week

suggested

peace,

history, because then an

to the “Red

or dead” ques-

tion would be mandatory.

a

human

being,

I am

fully

inated as a part of our lives. But asa
realistic human being I also know
‘that until that time it will occasionally be necessary to stand up to an aggressor and say, ‘“‘go not further, or
else.” As a Jew this particular point
is painfully reinforced by the long
history of my people. For example,

Europe’s

Jews

stood

up

\ 0"

for

themselves in aimeaningful (forceful)
way before the Holocaust, maybe it

wouldn’t

have occurred. Even if this

course of action had failed, at least
then they wouldn’t have willingly
given up God’s gift to them of life,
something that they had no right to
do. Their general failure to resist was
almost as morally reprehensible as
the crime that caused their deaths,
because it made that crime both possible and easier to commit.
It is our responsibility to prevent
war and other related crimes from
occurring in the future. We can only
do this if we are willing to make war
costly to those who would otherwise
wage it. Laying down our arms will
make war much more probable, and 8
therefore

must

be

rejected

-

as a solu-

‘tion to this problem.

Fix His Food With Kitty Quaaludes

View point/John Navin LAW 84

Father Healy and Ronald Reagan
are a lot alike. Both can be personable
and even charming. Both enjoy the:
good life. More importantly, though,
both
are subject to embarrassing
gaffes. Reagan, however, realizes his
verbal bobbles and quickly amends
his errors. Healy is not as gifted in
this regard.
,
Take a case in point: Reagan recently tried to overturn an IRS policy disallowing tax-exemptions for
schools that discriminate. Within a
day, Reagan introduced legislation to
reinstate the statute. Healy, on the
other hand, foolhardily characterized
the Georgetown graduating class of
1981 as “shouting upper-middle class
white kids, demonstrating their social
status by spraying the landscape with
champagne.” Rather than correct our
educational deficiencies or put out a
Reagan-like disclaimer, Healy continues to press the point.

use of nuclear weapons by a considerable amount of time.
Father McSorley writes that ‘in
the nuclear age, willingness to fight
(kill) will not save us.” I must strenuously disagree with that erroneous;
and misleading thought. The Soviet
leadership respects only strength and
willingness to use that strength in
assessing its enemies. George Washington

If we

Splitting Infinitives/ Greg Kitsock

pers to confetti or spraying the divan.

Only

in human

answer

“had

NAIMUN: A Wide World
It does exist at Georgetown, and I

choice between ‘Red or dead by being prepared and

I will define the conditions under
which 1 would consider a war, to be

an aggressor.

sincerely hope that war can be elim-

to survive as a

civilization. We've got to realize that
the world is a hostile place, and seek
to protect ourselves from any threats
to our well-being. Face facts Father
McSorley:
Soviet
Russia. is our
avowed enemy. Its quest for total
military superiority actually acceler-

by

aware of the horrors inherent in any
war, especially a nuclear war, and I

“For 37 years we have avoided the Lypotheticdi

are and were wrong, that sticking our
heads in the sand won’t make a
threat to our way of life go away. We
cannot possibly turn the other cheek
on aggression, as Father McSorley adeven hope

be “achieved

alter the current state of affairs by
renouncing
war and disarming, 7
would be a catastrophe unparallelle

As

truth and admit to ourselves that we

vocates, and

planned
invasion by
Russian and
American forces unnecessary (likely
American
dead were projected at
500,000); and 2) It was and is a vivid
reminder to world leaders of the horror that the next total war will bring.
In my view this has postponed the

|

Spar Ribs/Debora Spar CAS ’83

hood we were all small. As we got
older, and the world grew into bigger

- I realize that those who think that
Catholic tradition is empty or “just
makes sex furtive and dirty” think
their dislike of Catholicism is Catholicism’s fault. This kind of thinking is
egomania at its best. If one sincerely
disagrees ro objects to Catholicism,
then I suppose they shouldn’t practice it. But, on& should then be disturbed about oneself, not about Catholicism.

tragic

among

these

victims

is the original Morris the Cat, found
dead of an apparent heart-attack in
his rhinestone-studded litter box.
An autopsy revealed traces of six
barbituates, ten prescription painkillers, and five undigested quaaludes in
the finicky feline’s carcass.
Morris’ veterinarian subsequently
found himself under indictment for
illegally prescribing controlled substances to a quadruped. The doc testified in his defense that the medication was necessary to keep the tabby
from coming down with a bad case
of stage fright
“Of course, once a cat is good and
stoned, it’s kind of hard to get him
excited

about

anything,

let alone

the

sponsor’s product. I mean, you could
serve him a Super Supper chicken,
kidney and liver buffet or a dead
sparrow, it wouldn’t matter to him.
What we’d do then is hide his fix in
the din-din.
/
Although
Nine
Lives’
profits
climbed steadily, their star attraction
scarcely benefitted from it. “It was
really tragic toward the end, ” recalls
Morris’ handler. ‘He wouldn’t play
with his rubber mousie, wash himself
or meow like other cats. All he’d do
is sit back in the jacuzzi and mutter
‘Oh wow, man.’ ”
Occasionally,

a

pet’s

addiction

of pol-

will have serious consequences for his

itics, has not taken a lesson from the
great mediator on this score.

Northern Virginia, who was tragically

bad

Healy,

a student

master.

Take

the

case

of

Mr.

B

of

blinded at the age of sixteen from
staring at a plaid pants display in the
window of Brooks Brothers.
3
Mr. B relied on his faithful seeingeye dog, a tawny German shepherd
named Schultz, to guide him on his
errands. Schultz, however, had a bad
habit of rummaging through trash
cans.

One

day

garbage pail
the drop-off
ring.

\

he

stumbled

upon

¥

Hare

a

which happened to be
point for a major drug Y

Schultz gulped down two tabs of
acid, underwent a profound religious"
experience, and thereafter returned

¥

weekly to the scene of the crime. Qbsessed with the fact that God is dog
spelled backwards, he resolved to
seek out the true deity and give him
his paw.

One

morning

he

went

total-

ly berserk. Mr. B, blissfully unaware
of his guide dog’s altered state, gave

the customary two tugs on the leash
for Schultz to take him
street to the tobaconnist

across the
for a refill

of his pipe.
Instead, Schultz led him into an
open manhole, once around the city’s
sewer system, to Southern California
on the back of a Dodge pick-up loaded with illegal Honduran immigrants,
home again in a shipment of Valencia °
oranges, and down the middle of the
express lane of the Parkhurst Freeway.

Their

quest

for

God

ended.

when they first encountered a tractor

trailer in high gear.

i

Time and again this sort of tragedy unfolds in American homes, and
most

pet

owners

don’t

realize

any-

thing is wrong until Fido is barking
up a telephone pole after imaginary
squirrels, or Fluffy has been converted to the doctrine of Karl Manx and
joined

the Siamese

Liberation

Army.

By the way, it’snow eleven o’clock
as I write this.
Do you know whereyour gerbils
are?

||
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1 Secrets of a

Pear

~ Crush Admirer
HOYA

Staff Writer

~~ Walking across the lawn to class,
probably one in every three people
you see will have some symptom of
it. It pervades every aspect of college
life; dorm, library, classes, cafeteria.

caught

~ Did you ever wonder why the same
girl ‘always seems to sit next to you

~ seizure—the

interval

we

term

crete

The

your

Worse for girls? Perhaps. Annie,
SBA ’83: “It’s very time consuming.
I change my clothes at least 47 times

1

ER

Romance, I unfailperfect my crushto be the prelimicrushing—soliciting

crush’s surveillance, while exud-

EE

“CLASSES TAUGHT

EE

EE

EE

EE

University

IN ENGLISH”

is

after the traditional U.S. Model of Medical
and is fully accredited.

OPENINGS
“Our

school

is listed

Education

AVAILABLE

in Vol.

35,

No.

4 of the WHO

chronicle published by the World Health Organization.”
For

More

Information

and

Application

Form

please

write

ed, Your Scorer Adn unknowing third

to:

CIFAS

UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DEAN OF ADMISSIONS
12820 WHITTIER BLVD., SUITE 26 * WHITTIER, CALIF. 90602

in

I fell in love

my

daily

seen

through =

star-struck

eyes?

‘at Soul Night. Therefail, 1 was to be found
ry Tuesday night after

Theory of Communism, on the other
hand, held a record high in attendance. Despite the early hour, I'd
drag myself to McNeir, festooned in

very night after 8—just

my most glamourous sweats, yesterday’s mascara and mismatched socks.

story.

I initially spot-

be found

rgot what

Safely ensconced
in the last row,
hiding behind my Tab can, I would
indulge myself in ogling the back of
my crushee’s adorable head.
While I am presently crushless,
spring is just around the corner. And

night

) say,tlthe majority

pent

fighting hanghas never been
riorities and that

itates

crushing activity.
finding a new
sition. of his class
ever take Intro to

although I may be considered a perpetual victim of spring fever, there’s
something to be said for that sudden

submission of sobriety to a fleeting
phase of foolishness and frivolity.
Sit back, relax, and crush with abandon. It can do wonders for your
perspective. But be careful. You may
be crushed
before
you know
it!

walking directly to
apel and praying fermy bereaved soul. Reciting

travels

rosaries

ing interr

rsation

on, say, the nature of domestic political issues, the effect was quite debili-

and

singing

‘Ave

ria” three times in hushed tones
finally quelled my turbulent blood.
Once outside, though, the sidewalk
blurred, then rose in mosaic wonder
around my cloudy mind. The trees

Farrand

hands

my

to my

backwards
ing

for

air,

tray,

clutched

I wondered

had

automatic

trans-

missions,
run political campaigns,
program
NASA
space flights, and
more. But meet this girl?
The fact that, couldn’t introduce
myself chipped away at my failing
ego. My thoughts began to focus on
and gravitate around this model of
earthly beauty and away from my
own affairs. The mad symptoms of a
crush invaded my being. Thoughts of
her would
lead to mental pause,
aching,

sweated

palms

and

Yours.

thieen Vigra
Marcie Welch

re-

routed the G-2 bus through the Marriot line and over my unsuspecting
personage.
I would never again be the same.
My once suave, cool confidence was
gone forever. 1 felt I could climb
repair

tisaFox
Darah Hall

Few Betwee

tile. Gasp-

who

Rosie Browne

John McGannon

both

chest and keeled over

on the ceramic

Elizabeth Barone

Lance Langston

Clargnos

fect creature God placed on Earth. I
dropped

Mike Baker

Jack Touber
| Chuck Worth

weak

If I were perchance to spy her

tating:

‘Of

course

we

must

consid-

er,” I would calmly and sagely propound, “the effect of the military-industrialist
state
on
the
conduct
of these limited armed skirmishes
2X God, there) she «isl, “t... in
South
America
which, uh, is so,
uh, tragic that it, uh, makes my
heart

beat

very

fast

and,

uh,

my

legs grow weak, uh, just to think of
it... which
is why
I am now
moving
to find a seat and, uh,
swallowing
this
handful
of nitro
glycerin
tablets...’
Short
of
breath, I would then
completely
concede the argument to my opponent while my feet again to adjust to
terra firma.
After one particularly close en-

counter of the amorous kind, I dis-

AGREAT SKI PACKAGE
TO ASPEN SHOULD START
WITH A GREAT PRICE. 399,

swayed and the rowhouses swooned.
I soared far above planet Earth into
the bluest blue yonder.

was designed to drive me nuts, and
how much was actual interest.
So, I had to meet her—which I did
one day very abruptly: The kaleide-

‘That I was a hopeless love-struck
Romeo was no longer in question. I
did wonder, however, if I would survive this cupidity to resume a normal
life. 1 pictured myself moddled in
paraffin, displayed in the Washington
° ‘ Wax Museum as “Georgetown’s 20th
Century Romeo:
Dead at a tragic
age,

due

to

complications

scopic

range

of emotions and

percep-

tions was thus sent into an even more
heated and rapid eddy. Actual events
fade from memory, or more accurately

are

too

intricate

to

relate

here,

but to my masked horror they built
quite inexplicably up to a moment of
seeming gallantry on my part which
was treated with such nonchalance
that I immediately lost all further interest in this exploit. Quite simply
my
pride reared its head and said
“Enough of this silliness, on with
your life!”

suffered

from ‘a particularly severe case of
amoritis.”
But this wasn’t the real torment.
~The
uncertainty
of how
she felt
weighed
much
more
heavily.
1
couldn’t count rose petals on this
one. And the playful female characIt really was better to have:tried
ter only tended ‘to test my mental
health. As a litany of flirtatious clues . and lost, even though it was a somewhat faulty, shaky, and incomplete
and occurences began to mount, it
attempt. Next time though, I think
became
my « unenviable
task to
I'll fasten my seatbelt and purchase
decipher, without vain partisanship,
flight insurance.
how much
was a game, how much

WANT A JOB YOU CAN
BELIEVE IN?
ACORN needs community organizers with low and moderate
income families in 25 states (AR, SD, TX, LA, TN, MO, FL;
CO, NV, PA, IA, OK, MI, AZ, NC, GA, SC, CA, CT, MA, OH,

Take a powder with us to Aspen during your spring break. You'll|
get 8 glorious days on the slopes and 7 fun filled nights at the St. Moritz
Hotel* We'll jet you nonstop out of Washington, D.C. Saturday at

NM, NJ, ND) for political and economic justice. Direct action

on neighborhood deterioration, utility rates, taxes, health
care, redlining, etc. Tangible results. Long hours—low pay.

Training provided.

9:20AM, land around 11AM, then drive you to Aspen while there’ still

:

Call Kaye Jaeger, ACORN,
13208 315-476-0162

light. Or you can take our other Denver nonstop that leaves at 5:35PM
and gets you there while the evening is in full swing.

117 Spring, Syracuse, NY
7

Want to charge your ski vacation? Go ahead. Continentals Student
Credit Card offers low payments and you
don’t need previous credit to get it. Just call
and we'll send you an application right away.
The ski package is great. And best of
all you'll be flying Continental. Where our
people still serve you with the same spirit
and pride that built our airline.

|

crushee

sophomore

y, 1 could

once

was a crush. But it certainly
was
like those grade-school
affairs of
blushing love notes and shared red
apples with plaid-skirted girls who
played
Chinese jump
rope during
recess. No. This was the real thing.
The first time I saw the object of
my passion my heart stopped. Minding my own duties in the dinner line,
I looked up to behold the most per-

knees.

&

|

(my

. for the Geology and canned the Theology. I'mean, what’s the Bible compared
to billion-year-old rocks as

Woeso

mountains,

in
Santo
Domingo,
located
Dominican Republic. Our Medical Program is tailored

The

1
1
i
1

EE

while I have yet to

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
e CIFAS UNIVERSITY

1

1

NE

And

ing a sophisticated savoir-faire and
appearing very, very disinterested. It
was back in my Marriott days that I
perfected my scoping skills. Passing
his table frequently to get napkins or
more soda, or oh-I-dropped-my-knife
-I’ll-have-to-get-another is one tactic.
I came to be known by one crush as
“the girl with the beets.” How many

girls.”

EE

end.

meet my Lance
ingly continue to
ing competence.
Scoping seems
nary
phase
of

~ Also I can’t concentrate. When I
study, somehow every line alludes to
her. Obviously, I don’t get much
done—but
I think it’s worse for

EE

4

€.

crushes are the boon of
tence, as they tend to be all-cg
ing. They are the what and w
for getting out of bed and the
day trivialities of hair washing, ‘dry-"
ing, curling, and straightening. They
are the be-all and end-all of mascara,
cologne, and shaving my legs. Not
that I wouldn’t do these things without a romantic twinkle in my eye,
but they certainly become more enjoyable when performed to a con-

CAS ’83, replies, “sighs, mostly sighs.

i
i
1
i
!
i

do

Writing from personal

Crush. “It’s like something out of a
D. H. Lawrence novel,” says Michael,
CAS ’82, “my hands sweat and get
i tight, and clench into fists.” When
asked to cite his symptoms, Kevin,

|

dead

never drowned in
we still became ff
a pretty big laugh
Crushes prod
Spring
semester
j
instance, was by
ascendency,
a
spend most Q
the Healy art
ren, my only re
the guise of a
confined to gru
tion and comp
jars, silk screen a
toxic fumes. Des
academia I could
something from
my notebooks and trying to. ap
legitimate.
That
semester
I als
acquired ran avid interest in organ

WHEN IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA VISIT i: JNITVERSAL

AN MCA COMPANY

INCLUDES ROUND TRIP
AIRFARE HOTEL
FORS8 DAYS/7NIGHTS,

STUDIOS

TOUR

missing...
“Overwhelmingly, the best picture I be, seen so far this year,
and though 1982 is young, | cannot imagine
the rest of the year offering a better one.’
—Bernard Drew, Gannett Newspapers

GROUND
TRANSPORTATION.

missing.

*Price is per person, dorm-style accommodations—other
accommodations available at slightly higher rates. Lift
tickets not included. Price good through 4/17/82. For
reservations, call your travel agent or toll free at (800)
221-4590. To obtain your student credit card, call toll
free at (800) 221-4590.

BASED ON A TRUE STORY.
UNIVERSAL PICTURES and POLYGRAM PICTURES Present

JACK LEMMON - SISSY SPACEK
in an EDWARD LEWIS Production of A COSTA-GAVRAS Film
“MISSING” starring MELANIE MAYRON - JOHN SHEA

Screenplay by COSTA-GAVRAS & DONALD STEWART
Based or the book by THOMAS HAUSER

J
Music by VANGELIS
Executive Producers PETER GUBER
and JON PETERS
Produced by EDWARD and MILDRED LEWIS

Directed by COSTA-GAVRAS

CONTINENTAL

Read the AVON Book

A NveRsaL| PITRE

RsaLC

[PE pew
PARENTAL SlncE
se st

WERE STILL
THE PROUD BIRD.

Exclusive!

Now

#

Be
Xt
Fs

er

if he thinks it’s 1
one concedes to
close to their cr
distance an extra
bition. Mary, GUN
for it. Sometimes
pretty silly, but usua
out OK.”

“in Pierce? Or why he needs a refill
just exactly when you approach the
Coke machine? Why does that girl
always have to drop her books when
Pm in a hurry? Wake up and look
around you, it’s spreading quickly,
that all-encompassing phenomenon
—The Crush.
Almost everyone has experienced
it in one degree or another. From
adolescence
to academia, it assails
even the most retiring of us, and as
some people try to ignore it, others
~ make it a pastime. Obviously, it is an
_ affliction we cannot disregard.
Bashfulness, blushing, breathlessness, insomnia, exhilaration, giggles,
rollercoaster stomachs, lack of.concentration, sweaty palms, smirks,
staring, and sighs: all characterize that
interval between the sighting and the

conditions

C., please leay

Spring,

before I go out.
look nice, butn
You know, casu:
says “Mostly
things that I o

by Colleen Henry

istry (organic what?), abnormal
gy and developed various

party drop it slyly on his dinne

at

1010S INC
STE E55)
B)

AVALONI
5612 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
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Georgetown ‘Gringos’ Grateful to Nicaragua
compiling

the

knew and could do, but now I know
for sure. Luckily, that kind of reali-

fol-

lowing is greatly appreciated.

to participate
in the Nicaraguan
community.
x
My work
has met real social
needs. Many ‘of the students in my
school
wished
to
improve
their
English, so I gave them free tutorials.
In joining a volunteer group to pick
coffee, 1 offered my manual labor to
increase this year’s crop.
Though I’ve fulfilled my goal of
* involvement, this has been oversha-

zation puts one in a great position to

Altogether there are ten Georgelearn. Because everything around me
town
students
in Nicaragua. Last
still seems so new and fresh, I can
year, while thirty-five dollar checks
take nothing for granted, and Nicarafluttered
into
the
nation’s
law
‘gua still challenges my values daily.
schools like confetti, Cesar Jerez,
The most important thing I am
S.J., spoke of genocide in El Salvador
trying to learn is how to contribute
to a group of seniors in Father Otto | to the people here who are giving me
Hentz’s
apartment.
Father’
Hentz
so much. Recently Pete Radell and I
brought these students together to
have been working in a very poor
talk with Father Jerez, the Jesuit
campesino community in the conProvincial of Central America. Nistruction of houses, wells, outhouses,
caragua came up, of special interest
and bricks, The community is also
because of the recent revolution and
trying to build a school for its seventhe unique government taking form
ty or so children who have never seen
there. A year of volunteer work was
one. I hope to help in the construcoffered and Father Jerez asked for a
tion of the school and then teach in
show of hands from
the interested
it later. I am very grateful for the opcandidates. Thus “Los Gringos’ was
portunity to help these people who
formed, ten individuals who, for a are giving and teaching me so much.
variety of reasons, saw the need to
give a year of work to the people of
Jim Kerwin
Nicaragua.
CAS, ’81
The next few months were spent
in preparation. The Jesuits in Central
I live with a campesino family of
America.
looked
about
for placesix brothers, one sister, mama and
ments, having our open-ended propapa. It is quite a hike to the nearest
mise that we were willing to do anypaved road or electrical line, so my
thing. During the summer we lived
daily life is very simple. I appreciate
together in an East Campus dorm.
many of the conveniences I took for
Several refused to use fans during
granted, such as a shower or a cold
August in preparation for the tropdrink. I’m also beginning to recogical climate. Many a cheek was bared
nize the delicate interrelations linkat
the
hospital
where
we
were
ing many of the health problems in
immunized for everything from small
the third world.
;
pox to hepatitis. By the middle of
My work presents different opporSeptember, with much help from
tunities and challenges weekly. At
Georgetown and from the Jesuits at
times you can find me with a large
the University of Central America,

Peter

Radell,

Jim

Kublin,

dowed by the experience I'm receivihg. I’m improving my language skills
by reading and speaking
Spanish
daily. I'm learning that some people
accept unpaved roads, dirt floors,
and detergent-polluted streams the
way
Americans
accept
shopping
centers and skyscrapers. And I'm
viewing the U.S. from ‘‘the outside
looking in.”” This new education becomes more valuable to me every
day.

Frank Levin
CAS, ’81

It"is

pretty

good

to

be

in the

world of the vast majority of mankind, the Third World. Yet by our
usual measures of success, being in
Nicaragua has been more down than
up so far, not to mention being far
from my friend “Tokyo Rose.” I got
fired for the first time in my life. [
was in a politically sensitive job
at ‘a news-information service. The
bottom liné for being sacked was

that

I disagreed from

time to time.

However, that is just one facet of this

Fausto

Anguilla, Jim Kerwin, Van Pulley,
Terry Lynch, Frank Levin, Kevin
O'Leary,
Tom
Hearn,
and Terry
Berg,

were

placed

and

working

in Ni-

caragua.
We are now spread out in groups
of twos and threes across the country, from the capital, Managua, to a
Leon.
end

campesino

community

Each month
together

at

near

we spend a week-

a different

location,

most recently a beach house on the
Pacific coast—not exactly for suffering missionaries. The reunion offers a
chance to share experiences, problems, and a bottle of rum, before
heading back to our respective placements. We agree on few things except
the richness of the experience and
the different forms it takes in each of
our lives.
Kevin O'Leary
CAS, ’81
I work for a social action-social
research center at the University of
Central

America,

Managua.

‘‘El Insti-

tuto Juan XXIII” manages a variety
of development projects and does
research and writing on relocation
problems."
My specific job is to help
coordinate

the brick

building project,

a worker’s collective in a small town
near Managua. As a member of the
team which oversees this project, I’ve
helped with both the labor in the
factory and the planning in the office. It seems an ideal place, providing substantive work, kind friends,
and an overload of things to think
about.
Yet this job fills the smaller part
of my experience. Being here has
meant
trying to understand
‘the
revolution,” trying and failing to imagine the violence they have suffered,
and wondering about the U.S. in
light of this. At home these questions
remained

academic,

painfully alive—and
feel their vitality.

here

I am

they

are

grateful to
.

My
first four months here in
Nicaragua have been very humbling.
What struck me upon my arrival was
my own ignorance. Until then I had
known only theoretically how little I

found

stead, I have found the time here as

for four active nuns, I have
myself

in

the

classroom,

on

the ball field, carrying armloads of
bricks, digging outhouses and even
digging a well. The pre-departure
assurance that I would receive much
more than I could give has come true
time and time again. The simple
goodness and generosity of people
has taught me the most. Receiving
the warmth and love of people who’
can ill afford to spare a cup of milk
or a plate of beans is both a privilege
and a challenge.
Pete Radell
CAS, ’81

educationally dynamic as any of my
four years at Georgetown. The most

tangible aspect of this education is
the Spanish language. Immersed in it
daily, I am getting a familiarity with
the language that three credit ‘Spanish courses only hinted at. The deeper aspects come from living day to
day with a people whose existence is
worlds away from what I knew in the
States. The experience challenges the
personal values with which I came

and forces me to readjust them. The

education I receive is so rich it frustrates me that I can only give a small

Planting
and
harvesting
crops,
weeding fields, or caring for livestock
“are some of my morning tasks at my
placement in the Agricultural School
outside the city of Esteli in northern
Nicaragua. While these skills are not
directly useful in the classroom, they
- will undoubtedly make the economic
development theories that I will soon
study in graduate school more relevant.

7

I have become quite involved wit
a large family in the city and often
spend. my
afternoons helping the
young son and his father sell produce
in the bus-station. I have also been
teaching frisbee football to an endless stream of eager kids or talking
with Nicaraguans about the revolution and its direction and progress.
Since
the revolution
in 1979,
Nicaragua has been charting a new
course.
Internal decisions are felt
internationally—a fact that belies its
geographical
smallness.
Because
everything is in a state of flux and
open to question,
it is a highly
charged experiment and an opportunity to learn. My year here has challenged most of the values I had
formed about myself and the world
through experience and’ four years
of college. As a fundamental test of
I

know

the damndest
ever taken.

and

believe,

cumulative

it’s

been

I am helping to construct a school
for a campesino pueblo in San Marcos. But more than anything else for
me, this year is an education. Among
my reasons for coming to Nicaragua,
I was looking forward to a break
from academics between my undergraduate years and law school. In-

final I have

grade school in return.

Tom Hearn
CAS, 81 :

Father Hentz will speak about his
visit with the Georgetown students in

Nicaragua and show their slides on
Wed., March 3rd, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Village A community room.

2

Van Pulley
SFS, ’81

Bottom row (I-r): Pete Radell, Van Pulley, Kevin O'Leary. Second
James Kublin, Terry Berg, Tom Hern,
Anguilla, Jim Kerwin, Terry Lynch.
machete

in

hand

cutting

sugar

cane

or working in a prison to. determine if any of the inmates need additional medical attention. Twice a
week I work in a small dispensary in
the back of an old church nearby,
handling everything from malaria to
pregnancies.
Originally I felt the

Education

position required much more training, but I realized if 1 were to pack
up and leave there would be no one
to do this work, so I stayed with it.
I now find the people very willing
to discuss their problems with me
and to my surprise, I can frequently
resolve them. But when presented
with a problem that is over my head
I defer to my fellow campesinos,
hoping they will find someone who
deserves
the
accolade
“doctor,”
which I am too often given.
James Kublin
CAS ’84 (Pre-Med)
The most important thing about
being here is having work to do and
feeling involved. Nearly every day
I’ve taught at a high school in a poor
neighborhood called Ciudad Sandino.
More recently I harvested coffee in
the

mountains

with

some

Frank

Levin.

Back

row:

row:

Fausto

~ many-faceted revolution.
The Revolutionary Process works
for the majority of the people—the
poor. 1t has instilled in them a sense
of self-worth as people and as Nicaraguans. They are now safe from their
own army and a dirt-poor barrio
father can talk face-to-face with the

\

Terry Berg
SFS,’81

Working

Terrance J. Lynch
SFS, ’81

what

HOYAPHOTO

remote

med. So too, my understanding of
the weaknesses of -Marxist-Leninists
is more focused. The necessity of
struggling for the Kingdom, via a
community, has become more clearly
imperative. The ultimate costs and
benefits of that struggle have been
made vividly clear. My dedication to
pacifism,
the
conviction
that all
pre-meditated
killing
is
morally
wrong, has become more profound. I
guess my Spanish has become pretty
decent, too. In short, Nicaragua has
been a good place to grow up in,
something I seem to do over and over
again,
.

Minister

about

his child-

ren’s school. In innovative and daring
ways, the government has sought to
create a mass participatory democracy. The goal is to build a new
society and a new way of thinking
which breaks with the old models of
power and wealth dictating the way
things are land forever shall be. Trying to comprehend
all the violence
suffered, and still being suffered, to
make this enlightening experiment
possible
strains
the
imagination.
Of course, any government or person choosing to side with the poor in
a meaningful way challenges powerful vested interests, both internal and
external. Thus, it is hardly surprising
that various sectors foment economic and political destabilization here in
Nicaragua.
:
Hence,
most
of my suspicions

other,

about

of

teachers. These jobs have allowed me

U.S.

major

policy,

media,

and

have

the

reporting

been confir-

WHY GO INTO WASHINGTON WHEN
WASHINGTON’S BEST PIZZA IS LOCATED JUST
ACROSS THE RIVER IN ROSSLYN?

The peace of a simple lifestyle in a
rural farming community softens the
confusion of jumping into a new
language, culture and political outlook. ' Days
‘begin .in Lechecuagos
between four and five in the morning
and, for lack of electricity I think,
draw quickly to an end with nightfall. Life for our family of nine follows a settled routine —drawing water
from ‘the well, machete-wielding in
the

fields,

washing

clothes

both a blessing and a challenge.

&
LOUNGE

‘Hours: 5 p.m.-12a.m.
MONDAY NITEFOOTBALL
\

ONT.V.

Offering 2 Great Specials
Mondays & Saturdays 50% off your pizza
50% Off does not pertain to carry-out service

JUST BRING YOUR STUDENT L.D.!
$10.00 Minimum.

Offer Good 6 p.m.-11 p.m. Monday-Saturday
1901 Ft. Myer Drive / 524-1904

CARRYOUT SERVICE AVAILABLE!

a ce-

in Nicaragua.
Wednesday,
7:.30p.m.

2

March 3rd

Village A Community Room

It has

kept
me
well-occupied
and
very
‘much still in the educational process.
* HARLOW

HAIR DESIGN AND SKIN

CENTER

« HARLOW

HAIR

DESIGN

AND SKIN CENTER « HARLOW

HAIR

DE

e Highlighting 2

Spring Perm Special
Only $25! Offer ends March 21.

ec Henna

e
e
e
*

Perms
Makeup
Great Cuts!
Women $12

e Men $10

CD),
Our stylists use salon-proven permanents.

Get the best price on the best perm you can get.

29667780
< STA HIVH MOTHVH

RESTAURANT

on

ment slab, schooling for five of seven
kids thanks to the Revolution, and
maybe card-playing at day’s end. For
me, there is a variety of work that is

Father Otto Hentz will present
a slide show and
-discussion-of his visit-to-Georgetown students |

» HI1INTO NIMS ANV NOISIA HIVH MO THVH

HILNID

4332 Wisconsin Ave, NW
Across from Armand’s

NIMS ANV NOISIA HIVH MOTHVH

MAKE SOME EXTRA MONEY
AND HELP YOUR SCHOOL AT
THE SAME TIME.
Volunteer to call Georgetown Alumni and help
raise money that provi des tuition relief dollars for
your school.
Evenings of March 22-25, March 28, April 1,

/hr.
0
.5
$3
Alumni House or call Terri

Drop by the
at 625-4016 for more information.

HIINIO NDIS ANV NIST HIVH MOTHVH « HAINIO NIH

in

SKIN CENTER « HARLOW HAIR DESIGN AND SKIN CENTER °

assistance

HOYAPHOTO

Fr. Otto Hentz’ and Patricia Singer’s

April 14-15

Pryor West

;
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14th Street Bridge Today, Healy Tower Tomorrow?
ty, examining the dangers of the airport to the surrounding area. He has
testified before FAA committees on

by Kara Swisher
HOYA Staff Writer

HR

The problem with the Washington

Wt

i

i

airplanes.

gg
ia

i

if

On

inclement

days,

the

planes are forced, because of bad visibility, to fly even lower and closer to
the University—the cloud cover amp-

}

~ lifying the noise.

2 $

Because of the recent Air Florida
~

accident,

the

| Hi

emphasis

safety

of

has

National

been

put

Airport

on

and

the feasibility of its continued heavy

Ie
x ~
SE ie
5
3

i

the matter, and continues to fight for

National Airport is apparent. Every
~ student has been in class and had the
‘professor interrupted repeatedly by

operation. While that accident may
be regarded as a rare phenomenon,
the dangers posed to the University
by National flight traffic may be
greater than the noise problem.

hh
~~
In an interview with Dr. Stefan
feiia-~ © Fink ‘of the German Department,
“these problems were discussed. Fink
is actively involved through citizens’
groups, independent of the Universi-

restricted use of National Airport,
and the transfer of flights to Dulles
International Airport in Sterling, Vir-

... landing on Georgetown University is a possibility
we must consider, whether it would happen now or
in 40 years.
”

ginia.

The location of Georgetown University, Fink points out, puts it in a
dangerqus situation. Fink explains,
“it is a curved approach, not straight.
The

planes

have

The

pilots

cannot

of

restricted

cause

to

follow

the

fly over
areas

river.

D.C.

be-

over

the

Vice President’s house. It’s a nice balancing act to get between them, and
have
a straight
approach.
Planes
come closely over the University because it is the final turn for the most
agreeable path to the airport.”

Fink maintains also, ‘‘the noise is
incredible,

and

there

are

AIRPORT FACTS

no statistics

available about the effects it might
have. In the hearings with the FAA, I
pointed out the number of schools in

Dulles Airport

National Airport
Built in 1941 for propellor aircraft.

Built 1962. First US airport built specifi-

Area
4.5 miles from downtown
abuts SW DC

Area

cally for jet traffic.
DC

6.870 feet—main runway’

26 miles from downtown DC in Sterling,
Virginia

§

Traffic
3,500 passengers per hour

"40 planes per hour
14.2 million passengers, 67.4% of DC total
88.8% of capacity*
Environment
1 75,00 people in 30 NEF? noise zone (Gorse

town University inclnded)

/

50,394 Ibs pollutants emitted per day

Traffic
\
varied rates of passengers/planes per hour

3.0 million passengers per year, 15.4% of
DC total
37.5% of capacity
Environment
4,500 people in 30 NEF noise zone
101,176 Ibs pollutants emitted each day

“We have, in Dulles, the opporthe area, el testified that the noise
tunity to minimize the danger, beis detrimental to the conduct of
cause the facilities are so much betclasses.”
ter; with longer runways and more
Fink’s efforts have been, accordopen space. The disaster of ‘Flight 90
ing to him, difficult. The airport is
would have been more horrible if the
the most convenient because of its
“plane had landed on a populated
four and 2 a
mile distance from
area. That would have been likely if
downtown
Washington. This is especthe plane had flown a few seconds
ially true for political leaders, and
more. Horrible as it sounds, landing
consequently legislation has been dein the river saved more lives. Effilayed. According to Fink, the airlines
cient public transportation to Dulles,
operating out of National Airport
and the limiting of flights is needed.
know this; and their first concern is
Why

business.

“Safety,” Fink adds, “at the Airport has had a long, questionable history. Every airport is not safe, and
you

can’t

eliminate

danger

totally.

But, pilots dread National, and when
they gain seniority, the experienced.
pilots avoid flying here. It is a paradox—the airport is so safe, because it
is so dangerous.
Extra precautions

are taken
sums up.

because

it is so risky,” he

do

we

have

to

use

an

airport

that is not as safe as another?”
Fink

encourages students

to speak

against the situation, but has doubts
that they will because most students
don’t consider this their home. “We
all have limited time,” he says, ‘‘but
we should find the time. Landing on
Georgetown University is a possibility we
must
consider,
whether
it

would happen now or in 40 years.”

Economics
3,000 employees
$51.9 million total payroll
$95.1 million to local economy
$10 million to MWA?
$8 million loss®

Economics
4,300 employees
$93.5 million total payroll
$162 million to local economy
$27.5 million to MWA in airport fees
$11.6 million profit
Transport
$7 taxi fare from GU
$2.20 each for four
$.65 Metro from Rosslyn, non-rush hour
$.75 for rush hour!

Transport
$25 taxi fare from GU
$6.85 each for four
$7.75 bus from 16th & K Sts NW

HE

\

eg

ge

SEE

i. lacks FAA 1,000 foot safety overrun
2. noise measure involving peak noise levels, number of aircraft operations, time of day et al.
In 30" NEF “the construction of schools, churches, hospitals should be avoided where possible.” Residential developments, and open-air activities are also severely affected. (FAA,
Airport Master Plans)
3. Metropolitan Washington Airports; federal agency operating both airports. Revenue
includes landing fees, concession fees, rent, parking, et. al. Fiscal '81 figures.
4. Add $1.30 if bus is taken across Key Bridge
5. landing and mobile lounge fees were waived at Dulles for fiscal ‘81 because of a
recession-related slump in air traffic.
i

Re

“It is a paradox—the airport is so safe because it is
so dangerous. Extra precautions are taken because
it is so tricky.”
/
Dulles’ beautiful architecture remains largely unseen and unused by many
Washingtonians.

One of the deserted Dulles terminals.
¥
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Rent our cars
without
credit cards.

HELL

|ALITTLE

WRITERS!

Dispay your
talent with
HOYA Features

You deserve National attention.
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| IN PARADISE.

Drop by G-03 Copley.
The possibilities are endless.
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Because the party we're throwing has all the

A Little Bit About What You Can Expect From The
Bahamas.
If you ve never

ns «
possibiiities of’ reaching super proport
We've got alt the nght ingredients. good people, good
music and good. cold adult beverages of your chicice: And
e've got a great
place to celebrate

ado

had

the opportunity

to visit the Bahamas

have attracted visitors for the last few hundred years, including
18th century tour groups consisting mostly of pirates
Among

the attractions:
The Best
Weather, Average
temperature is 70°
Farenheit. The best
beaches.
The best

‘

The Bahamas College
Week is going to be
~fthe best

opportunity you'll have
(before summet
acation) to bask
the sun and how! at
he moon, both in the
company of people

hangouts.

lively markets and
good restaurants,
The best
accommodations for
the money at the
beautiful Shalimar
Hotel: These people

the fac!

oesn't mean you re
eaded for a “tour”
~

type package
[Everything's included as far as airfare and hotel a re concerned,
but at no time will anybody push you into a planned event of
biow a whistle and pack you onte a museum-bound bus We'll
RAcquainted party”

You're invited to ALE

"Get

OK?

On with it
Your Trip Includes:
|” Roundtrip air transportation: New York/Freeport

:
1

1°
;

*
A

|
*
*
-

Lhe

pte

JERE

Roundtrip transfers: Freeport Airport/Hotel.
7 nights hotel accommodations (quad occupancy) with
kitchenettes in.all rooms. Double/triple rates on.request.
Hotel Room Tax
Gratuities for bellmen, chambermaids, poolmen.
Flyin Discount Card entitling you to special reductions
and
oncessions at shops. stores, restaurants and more,

Oo

hosts. Your hotel
\
will have considerable charm and comfort,
And the best people. Bahamians depend on visitors for
their livelihood. So, even though they're friendly to begin with,
they'll make an extra effort to shake the hand that feeds them.
All things considered, there's one way you' re not going to have
a really good time.
Stay home.

a

FON
INIER

EASTER

Unlike many car rental
companies. National gives
college students some credit.
Because even without a credit
card. you can still rent a great
National car at a great rate.
Just present a current student
[.D., a valid driver's license and
a cash deposit. You must be 18.
You pay for gas and car must
be returned to Washington National
Airport. Rate applies to car
shown or similar-size car. is
non-discountable and subject
to change without notice.
Specific cars subject to
availability. -

like this Pontiac J2000.

National Car Rental |

Coast-to-Coast

Round Trip

LOWEST UNRESTRICTED FARE AVAILABLE

3800 M STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON,
©

(202) 337-9100

e

D.C. 20007

(800) 424-2749

:

Special feature:

|
|
|
|
|
|

|” Moonlight Cruise with open bar.

$4.00 Bahamian Government Departure Tax
$1 00 per person per day Energy

Surcharge

Tax (Payable at hotel)

TALENTED
ALL MAJORS
TO TUTOR other G.U. undergrads in ENGLISH
COMPOSITION during the 1982-83 school year
through the Georgetown University Writing Center

(Reservations

NE

Only)

HOLIDAYS INC.
Bahamas College Week
$278

|
|
|
|
i
|

WANTED
UPPERCLASSMEN FROM

501 Madison Avenue. New York, N. Y. 10022
(212) 365-4705, (800) 223-0694

n 02-Jan.
n. 0S-Jan

08
16

ar 06
13
+57

Additional summer

~.
Z.
77
TD
departures

Mar 27-Apr 03
Apr 03-Apr 10
Apr 10-Apr 17
OApr 17-Apr 24
also Bvauanie

PLUS

Not included:

We feature GM cars

are wonderful

his effort is going to
fbe incredibly inexpensive but it's not a "package

give you the itinerary. just for the record, but after the
©

Old forts

“- and buildings,
modern night spots,

ho relate lo the party
phiosophy
Now,

before,

t let this one pass you by. There are reasons why the islands

Le

How do you feel about the idea of a party? lf you can't
stand them, don't waste your time on this invitation

check one

City

Alright! Sounds Good. I've checked the week
| want to party and enclose my $50 deposit
. Send additional information.

State

a $200 spring

semester stipend!!! Applications and information

available in The Writing Center, Rm. 126 New North,
X3793-4, and in the English Dept. Office,

w

\

Telephone

2APrice based on departures from New York.
Qe...
EE
a

3 credits

REWARD
toward graduation, PLUS

A

~ |BAHAMAS COLLEGE WEEK.

i

1st Floor Lauinger.

FINAL DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION: MARCH 25

;
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ertainment
Making Love An Interesting

Hall of Nations Will Rock

and Well-Conceived Picture

Here Comes Clarence!
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. lieve everything that follows, since it
would seem rather unlikely that Zak

by Don Murphy
HOYA

Entertainment Editor

be with other men.
Muking Love, despite one’s pre«The
happy couple start to drift
conceptions about so-called “Hollyapart. In comes Harry Hamlin as a
wood innovations,” proves to be an
suave, good-looking, self-help author
entertaining
and
surprisingly
well
done motion picture. While not out- “who just happens to be gay as well.
at Zak’s office, and
standing or exceptional in any way, . The two meet
Zak soon falls in love with Hamlin
the story, acting, and direction are all
and his free and easy lifestyle. Hamadequate, or at least okay, and that
lin isn’t interested in any long term
in itself is a rather large accomplishcommitments, however. He manages
ment when one is dealing with such
to help Zak come to grips with his
a potentially
explosive subject as
- feelings. He feels for Zak, but seems
homosexuality.
:
unwilling to open himself up to anyKate Jackson plays the film’s herbody.
!
; It's not always fun....
oine, Claire. She has been happily
On the other side of town Claire is
married, or so she thought, to Michtrying to figure out where her husways filled with affection for her husael Ontkean (last seen in Paul Mazurband has been hanging out as of late.
band and love for her marriage with
sky’s Willie and Phil) for the last
She thinks it might be another wohim. When placed in a silly scene,
eight years. She herself is a network
like the board-room discussion, she
man. When she finally does find out
executive in the programming departthe truth, she is not pleased, to say
‘carries it off perfectly. When the
ment, a la Fred Silverman, and due
the least.
.
time comes to realize what her husto her rather novel ideas for putting
Ontkean frequently looks like he
quality back on the air, finds herself
band: has been up to-all this time, she
is pondering the meaning of his belly
is shocked. She refuses to accept it,
on the way up the corporate ladder.
button throughout the film. He seems
and acts for over half a minute as if
Her job begins to slowly pick up
he had said nothing. Then, she says
steam, and consume more and more
dazed, confused, lost. While such
confusion may have been desirable in - nothing, Later, when she sees Zak
of her time.
after the lapse of a number of years,
Her
husband
Zak,
meanwhile,
such a character searching for his
her eyes, her face, her words betray
true feelings, Ontkean certainly overstops by a rather dingy bus station
the affection she still feels:
one evening. The shelter appears to
does it. Hamlin, on the other hand, is
The two main complaints are relbe crawling with degenerates. A man
more controlled, and hence more likable and believable. He wants to give
jumps into his car. He tries to Kiss
more in order to have more, and yet
and embrace Zak. And suddenly, Zak
seems genuinely happy with what he
halts the encounter and drives away.
already has. He seems to be content
Luckily, the storyline leaves open
the possibility that Zak has been havwith the life of a gay bar drifter.
ing these encounters for some time,
Jackson, on the other hand, is exat least for a while longer than we
ceptional. Gone is the ludicrous selfhave
been
witness
to. If not, it
assurance of Charlie's Angels’ Sabrina.
becomes virtually impossible to beHer voice is constantly cracking, al-

' by Don Murphy
Entertainment Editor

“It’s emotionally truthful to both
its text and the characters. This is
powerful subject matter... audiences
have to be prepared for the story to
be told.™
"
The cast and producers of the new
movie Making Lwvve spoke to the
HOYA regarding the filming of what
' many consider the most controversial
‘story of the year. In an informal
round-robin discussion they related
both how they prepared for their respective roles and how they hoped
the film would be accepted by the
movie-making public. Michael Ontkean, quoted above, stars in the movie. He plays Zak, a young doctor
who, after eight years of an apparently happy marriage, discovers that he
is attracted more and more towards
members of the same sex.
“Preparing for the actual filming
was difficult since there was a dearth
of information on the subject of the
average homosexual lifestyle, especially in Hollywood. In all I could
only dig up about twenty films with
similar themes. I watched every one

of them

a couple

of times, looking

for traits I'd like to bring to the character

of

was

enjoyable

was

Zak.

The

Boys

. .. so,

Cruising,

at

least

in the

Bund

surprisingly,
for

my

pur-

poses. 1 also spent a lot of time with
a number of gay couples, looking for

things in their relationship

that par-

a

Some

steen. Anyone
who has
live
cannot
help
being

atively
look

so

really

minor.

Why

nice,

dress

great jobs,

normal?

does
so

everyone

nicely,

and seem

Secondly,

as

the

so above
ads claim,

this is a “love story with three happy
endings.” In order to get them, the
film almost becomes contrived. Al-

people

portrayed-

are

perverted

fairies,

not

maniacs

but

of

as human

as

and

the
his

floor

His large body, White
E

Street
melodic

hat

Guitars,

keyboards,

and

a

tradetheir

either

beings, it be-

comes all the more remarkable, overall, for its honesty.

singing

along

with

a Motown

Others
and

flooded

rocked

with

the

dance

their, arms

in

had

their
i

I realized that most did not come to
see Bruce. Clarence Clemens drew
them in, and left them cheering.
At
the Bayou,
he turned
his
charm on to a “Georgetown crowd.”
They were his from the moment his

section

sax

wailed

“Fire”

until

he

wiped

his

brow with a “Go Hoyas” towel. The
audience cried, 6G. C., C..C.1foran

The 10-piece band has an unusual
vocalist: Clarence’s saxophone. With
“pulsating
highs and throaty lows,
his sax sings a repertoire of sweet
melodic
ballads
and
raspy
rock.
“We're here for one reason,” explained
Clarence.
“You've got to

€orget Own

an audience.

The first time I saw Springsteen,
he played in the tiny Towson State
College: Gym. It surprised me that
the audience was mostly black, until

of brass fuse Motown rhythm-andblues with New Jersey rock ’'n’ roll
and gospel feeling. The result is compelling.

limp-wristed

with

audience’s pulse; Clemens
hearts in his hand.

have

Band’s
licks,

His blues

the air. Clarence just closed his eyes,
beamed a smile, and floated around
the stage. T. J. kept his finger onthe

seen Bruce
enchanted

broad-brimmed

out.

fans hung over the balcony

“Hour.”

But the Red Bank Rockers play a
new tune. Clemens has surrounded
himself with class-A jazz musicians.

most, but not quite.
Love is one of the
films in which gay

Clarence.

suit,

become
marks;
sound.

have

Since Making
first Hollywood

with

Watch

version of “Wait Until The Midnight

the “Big Man” whose wailing tenor
saxophone complimentsBruce Spring-

encore,
Twice.

and

Tomorrow

Red Bank
Watch

out,

the

Big

Man

night,

C.

C.

obliged.
and

the

Rockers will come to GU.
Hall

of Nations, you

are

going to rock like never before.

Universi

5
:

>

Kate Jackson discusses Making Love.
ther

well

that

was

off, is due to the fact that
how

they were

set up in Jay

Sandler’s ground-breaking screenplay.
We could have conceivably used any
sort of éxtreme, right on down to the
gutter. But that would not cause the
audience to give the characters the
respect that we felt they deserved.”
“There is alot of all of us in this

. . . Brando

costs

a lot.)

So

they

decide to take over earth. But
Superman will save us, won't he?
Well, he’d like to, but you see,
he’s given up his.powers so he can
sleep with Lois Lane, who somehow doesn’t freeze in the North
Pole. Well, no one 'said it was
going to make perfect sense. Or
even a little bit.
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February, so I was very emotionally
aware,
open...and
vulnerable.
I
brought with me a feeling of aloneness

fn
12
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riage had ended in divorce on New
Year's Eve, and rehearsals started in

or
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well in the charac-

ter of Claire. There

was a hell of a lot

more in Claire than I normally had to
put into a role.
“I ‘believe Claire is happy at the
end. She had to let Zak igo, but in
every life there is always that first
true love. Ten years later you may
bump into him, and then your heart
will still skip a beat.

“I enjoyed working in movies more
than TV simply because of the time
that you have. It was good being
with Michael again [they had played
husband and wife on The Rookies in
the early seventies]. And I'm sure
that everyone will forget my role as
Sabrina on TV within the first ten
minutes. They are just so far apart.”

BEGINNER

OR

ADVANCED - Cost

is about

the same

as a

semester in a U.S. college: $2,989. Price includes jet round
trip

to

Seville

from

New

York,

room,

board,

and

« complete. Government grants and loans available for
students.
Live with a Spanish family, attend classes four hours
four days a week, four months. Earn 16 hrs. of credit
valent to 4 semesters-taught in U.S. colleges over

tuition

eligible
a day,
(equia two

SEMESTER

year time span). Your Spanish studies will be enhanced by
opportunities not available in a U.S. classroom. Standardized tests’ show our students’ language skills superior to
students completing two year programs in U.S.
Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all arrangements.
FALL SEMESTER - SEPT. 10-Dec. 22/SPRING SEMESTER

~ Feb. 1 - June 1 each year.
FULLY

ACCREDITED-A

.

program of Trinity Christian College.

IN SPAIN

2442 E. Collier S.E.
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49508
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

CA

But... it’s fun!

metropolitan

v

MSE

Ne

\

oll os J

SPregenc?’

3

as either sadists or

great

close a rapport
railing,

X

motion picture that came from
Warner Brothers this past summer
with grosses and long lines far
beyond those of mortal movies.
Superman! Who can please crowds
in the bare snow . .. change the
course of mighty weekends . . .
bend
Lois Lane with his bare
hands. And who, in the guise of
Christopher Reeve, mild mannered
for

stage.

voice and rockabilly style brought"
the crowd to its feet. Never before
have I seen an entertainer establish so

Clarence Clemens is best known as

7 5

fairies. We wanted to get more into
film,’ ‘said Kate Jackson, “but there
the different types of relationships
had to be... the characters were so
that exist among people. Maybe all | like people we all know.” /
the characters at the end of the film
Jackson, better known from Charare not as happy as they might seem.
lie’s Angels on television, discussed
They are honestly searching for that
openly the emotions involved in her
role as Claire, the young wife who
something all are looking for.
suddenly loses her husband to anoth+
“It wasn’t as difficult a role to
er man.
play at first as one might think. Each
“I had liked the script from the becharacter came equipped with their
ginning . . . it was a story that hadn't
own set of rules, of how they would
been done before. (Director) Arthur
react in a given situation, and as an
(Hiller) managed to get involved with
actor it was up to me to make everyus enough so that he was willing to
thing special. I had had a limited extake chances. He knows where to put
posure to gays before, but I just
the camera . ...he was able to motiopened myself up to it. My scenes (in
vate us so that what you see up on
bed) with Michael were easy because
the screen is more a collaborative
I just accepted them for what they
effort.
were . . . my job as an actor to come
“The film surprised me. I saw myacross convincingly.
self as a grownup in the film, not a
“The reason that the actors or
little girl... it was someone I had
characters in the film are from among
never watched before. My own marthe so-called beautiful people, and ra-

actor

ran on

Stage presence and rock ’n’ roll:
Clarence Clemens has them both.
Springsteen did not show up, but nobody was disappointed. The rowdy
Bayou crowd unanimously cheered
C.C. and the Red Bank Rockers.

o>

ticularly stood out. The studio helped
me out a lot with what I wanted to
do.t
;
:
Harry Hamlin, best known for his
role of Perseus in this summer's disappointing (even to him) extravaganza Clash of the Titans, also appears in
Making Love as the man to whom
Zak initially finds himself attracted.
He considered the role “one of the’
most challenging I had ever encountered.” “For once I had some diverse characters to get into, instead of being
typecast. Not a general portrayal of

‘gays, you know,

step back, look at yourself, and say,
‘Hey, let’s have some fun!’
5
Then Clemens’ old buddy T. J.

HOY A Staff Writer

The Cast of Making Love
Speaks Outtothe HOYA
HOYA

RR

by Jay Vogel

just out of nowhere got the urge to

L L

TO

L L

F H E E

for full information 1-800-253-9008

{tn Mich, or if toll free line inoperative call 1-616-942-2903 or 942-2541 collect)

screen guild, fights a never-ending

battle for fun, laughter, and (oh,
Superman

[1

February 26, 27
LA-6, Med School 8:00
Look! Up on the wall! It’s a
film! It’s a movie! It’s Superman!
Yes, it’s Superman!
Exciting

yes!) the American Way.
This time out, three renegades
from the planet Krypton come to
earth to take care of Supes. They
hate his father, who we saw send
them to prison in the first film.
(We never do see Pop in this one

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL!
MIAMI

—

SUN

FT. LAUDERDALE — FUN IN THE
4 NIGHTS/5 DAYS!

DATES
March 8-13
March 11-15
April—Open, call for dates
May 27-June 1 (Summer Special)
(May-September)

—

ON

THE

OCEAN

Quad Occupancy

Double Occupancy
$225
$225
:
$165

$165
$165
$125

».

:

DISNEY WORLD

PLUS!

Lodging— Double Occup.—7 days/nights—$225
Price includes transportation and tickets to: Disneyworld — Circus World
~ Cypress Gardens—Sea World
— Busch Gardens
/
OR... 4 days/3 nights for only $165. Hotel lodging, transportation and tickets to
Disneyworld (including 8 attractions), Circus World and Busch Gardens
&

VIP Charter Tours

i

a

«

-

=

:

Call 690-1043

7

POurLtTons

HURSDAY, fri DAY, SRR
EBRUARY

25, 26, 23

Tickers

t350

R=szcuations SEC

NAW
¢

sultation, $15.00. Also chart com-

780-1688.

JOBS ON SHIPS! American. Foreign. No experience required. Ex-

cellent pay. Worldwide travel. Sum-

parisons,
+transit/progression
consultations available. For more
info call 342-1408! 6 years experience — References available!

Professional Typist—Manuscripts,
reports, theses, dissertations; term
dapers typed quickly and accurately

mer job or career. Send $3 for
information. SEAFAX,
Dept. C-7
Box 2049, Port Angeles, Washington 98362.

Professional Typing and Editing of
manuscripts, resumes and letters at
special student rates. Call Diane at
920-7399 (Arlington).

Typing: Research papers, dissertations, resumes, letters, etc. Fast,
accurate, reliable. Grammar/spelling expert. Phone 354-6471.

From $4/page. Catalog $1. Authors’
Research, #600-C, 407 S. Dearborn,
Chicago, IL 60605.

Accurate,
IBM-Ill,
Inexpensive.
Editing also. Near 22nd & M, NW.

in ny home.
L

15 years experience,

,)00 wpm. Phone: 488-0552,
and weekends.

ACE

TYPING

SERVICE.

even-

21st and

TUTOR

available—Do

Research,

Writing.

Wanted for Summer Sublet, MayMarried Couple wishes to house-sit
August:Georgetownapartment,
furJune 1-Aug. 1, for professor living
nished,
double
bed, for young
in Georgetown, Capitol Hill or Arcouple. Responsible, graduate stulington. Call David Lichter, 624dents. Will provide references. Plan - 8311 or 544-4415 (evenings).
to visit DC in late March. Write: R.
Bose Component Speakers for sale
Bardon, 604 Woodside Drive #1,
$250. Technics direct drive turnlowa City, lowa, 52240.
.
table with cartridge $90 or best

Pa., NW. Open Mon-Sat. 466-TYPE
or 966-8810 (evening). $1.50 per
double-spaced page.

MATH

Professional

you

need help with your math? Have
taught at UCLA, Community. College, High School. Master's math
plus 25 hours. Jack Marks, 5276290.

offer. Call 965-3552;

342-2588.

TR

dT

Astrological Charts drawn with con-

of

MEN! WOMEN!

Re

Legal Secretary, Fast

Te

Typing—By

TR TT

SAAS

foran amateur.

bn

—
-~
-

pr

1

+

there is noroom

<F
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In a world of professional #s3assins,

The CIA trained him,
briefed him, armed him,

%

and then. they abandoned him.

HOYA Classified Ads
Alexandria (Old Town Area)—M to
share 1 bdrm and den in highrise
~ with sauna, exercise room, partyroom; pool, etc. River view, on bus
line, and close to shopping. Minutes
to
Old
Town,
District
and

Georgetown. Call 549-2054.
Help Wanted. Athletic Footwear
store in Georgetown requires parttime help. Retail helpful; some athletic background a must. If your
schedule would allow some hours
~ weekdays and some Saturdays and
. /or Sundays, call 965-7262 between
"10-6.
- SURPLUS
Car—inv.
$100. For
ing similar

JEEPS, CARS,
value $2143,
information on
bargains, call

TRUCKS
sold for
purchas602-998-

0575 Ext. 6825. Call refundable.
See Russia Now For Yourself. “The
Politics of Soviet Education’ (PSC

595).

Optional

- SUNY

undergrad/grad

credit for study tour. April

4-18 from JFKvia Air France. $1350
inclusive. Prof. Miles Wolpin, Political Science, SUNY, Potsdam, NY
13676. 315-265-9421, 267-2552,
267-2556.

Housesitting— Mature

female

10 minutes to Crystal City
Would have 11x17 living

pro-

bedroom

R

LAY
»

¥
x

i Oh

\

A
;
DH

0

2

J

RESTRICTED
i
UNGER 17 REQUIRES ACCOMPANYING
PARENT OR ADULT GUARDIAN

A

NOW

PLAYING!

CROFTON CINEMA
Crofton, Md.

store.

NTI SPRINGFIELD CINEMA
Springfield, Va.

NTI MARLOW
Marlow Heights, Md.

New Carrollton, Md.

NTI WHITE FLINT
No. Bethesda, Md.

ROTH'S QUINCE ORCHARD
Gaithersburg, Md.

ROTH'S TYSONS
McLean, Va.

SHOWCASE
Fairfax, Va.

TENLEY CIRCLE
Washington, D.C.

Sarah

at Wacky

Wheaton, Md.

Wear

Apartment
for Rent Two
large >
.rooms, kitchen in depached home.
Convenient to Metro and bus. Clean,
comfortable. Reasonable to non-

bedroom

HILL

LOEHMANN'S PLAZA
Falls Church, Va.

ASPEN

Call

SHOWCASE BEACON
Alexandria, Va.

A

© 1982 TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX(2)

Wanted enthusiastic young salesperson needed for casual clothing

MALL

NTI NEW CARROLTON

FAIR CITY

CORNER

drinker, non-smoker. Phone 529-

in Alexandria. Off bus-line,

1466.

,

~ Army ROTC.

THE LC. SKI HOLIDAY.

Now you can fake
in’2 years, t0o.

THEY DONT COME ANY FREER.
FREE: FREE "=" FREE
sou FREE’
FREE on
DISCOU: 3
DISCOUNT
equipment

restaurants

purchase

;
i

ETS

=

!

50% off ski

at selected

=

10% off food

STAN

SE

D.C.

1434 Wisconsin Ave. 625-9636

9313.

one

apt. in NE or NW

a

v

June-Aug. Call (203) 432-0485 collect—Michelle or Beth or write 2203
Yale Station New Haven, Conn
06520.

Vacation at Beautiful, secluded Jordan Hollow Farm in the Blue Ridge
foothills. Cozy lodge and 200-year
old Suthern farmhouse on 45 acres.
Near Shenandoah
National Park
and Luray Caverns. $15 each per
night for group of 10 or more.
Kitchen priviledges. Family-style
meals may be arranged. Call 897-

to share

tol

SUMMER SUB-LET WANTED Responsible Yale undergrads seek 1-4

Please call (703) 221-4886 eves.

Female

ATS

Available 2/21 at $250 per month.
Would like short-term leasee, up to
six months. Call Terri 298-4406
days.

fessional will sit for your home while
you re away for an extended period.
I have
real estate
experience.

condo

Metro.
space.

Have you been shopping around for a Ski Vacation

SR

this winter? If you have, you're smart. Because if you

through your last two years of college. Then you'll earn a commis-

Yes, I'm ready to hit the slopes. Enclosed is my $50 deposit.
I've checked my ski location and date.

....$232 _ Aspen......... $391
March 4-11
~ March 11-18

7
_ March 18-25

ME en
Nt
ng
eh

_ Winter Park ...$231 [J Steamboat
— Jan 28-Feb4
Feb 25-March4

Address
City

State

UNIVERSITY

WASHINGTON,

DC

20057

Please send me more information about the Army KU 1 L
Two-Year Program.

Zip

US

Ms.
Mr.

*May vary with destination

am

Fl

College Attending

501 Madison Avenue
New York, : NY 10022
212-355-4705

Graduation Date

COLLEGIATE HOLIDAYS INC.

The Army ROTC Two-Year Pro ram
m Learn what it takes to lead.

g

NY

Phone

or —

®

Round Trip Super Ski Tour, Air Fare on TWA:

$182 Chicago, $231 Washington, $318 New York.

Zip

—

\

A

plus dozens of free and discount offers.

County.

State

lift ticket, car rental for 7 days

he

City.
Packages include: 7 nights hotel lodging. (quad occupancy), 6 ay

NY

Address

r

\

Armv ROTC
GEORGETOWN

=

ea

Name

[TR

a

” Send further details on U.S. and European Ski Packages.
Other dates available throughout the ski season.

[nS

—

(GR

i

sion as an officer at the same time you earn a college degree.

Rm

Like a pair of skis, for instance.

mm

. overpowering urge to wax someth:ag.

WN
ns Net

If you missed ilking Army ROTC ir in your first two years
of college, you may not have missed out. Because of the
Army ROTC Two-Year program. You'll have to attend a special SIXweek camp the summer before your junior year. But you'll be
well paid for it.
And altogether, you'll earn a total of about $2, 900 to help you
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you add the staggering list of ‘‘Freebees’ and discounts
above to a long list of other goodies you'll have to pay little
or nothing for, you're going to develop an
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compare one package with another, you'll find there's a lot
of money to be saved. Take the IC Ski Holiday for instance. When
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Great Moments In Georgetown Sports/ Bill Ferraro

match in intercollegiate competition.
Many observers considered the Mangin ‘and Mesmer-led GU squads the
best teams in eastern circles. After
graduating in 1931, the Newark, New

ro

=

FR
Es

- those

who

competed

in

the

major

sports
are
the
names
Gregory
Mangin, Maurice McCarthy, and Fred
Mesmer. These men excelled in the
lesser sports of the day--tennis, golf,
and
basketball.
So,
in
American tradition of the

the
great
underdog,

here is a column devoted to men who
filled out this era of Blue and Gray

brilliance.

3

Maurice

J.

McC AY,

Jr.,

born

in

Tennessee
but raised in the New
York metropolitan area, was a golfbasketball standout for Georgetown
from 1926-1930. He learned golf at
an

early

age

from

his

dad,

who

was

the pro at the Flatbush Country Club

affected

his

walk

and

swing,

ruined

his upset hopes. Three years later, in
1930, McCarthy ‘won the National
Amateur at Merion Cricket Club in
Philadelphia
when
he = outlasted
George Von Elm in a 10-hole playoff. In 1932, he was a member of the

victorious

U.S.

Walker. Cup

team.

Fred

cannot

an

be

consistent

the

became

graduate

measured

through

statis-

performer.

He

was elected

captain in both his junior and senior
years, and while he played varsity
ball the team compiled a solid 37
win, 18 loss log.
Mesmer became the Georgetown

record

eventually

1930

tics because the game
K was much
slower
and
low-scoring.
A® 5°11”
forward, Mesmer was noted primarily
as a fine passer, pressure shooter,

in

and

a

who starred in both tennis and basketball, is one of only five Hoyas to
be enshrined in the Georgetown Ath- |
letic Hall of Fame for two sports.
Legend has it that Mesmer developed
his: basketball fundamentals in his
backyard
with
a
paper-stuffed
roundball and raised barrel hoop.
True or not, Mesmer did lead his
Christian Brothers’ Academy of Syracuse high school squad to a series of
successful seasons, culminating in the
Eastern State Basketball Champion* ship of 1926.
Mesmer’s collegiate contributions

A conscientious student, McCarthy passed up the 1929 National
Amateur “Tournament
at
Pebble
Beach to complete requirements for
his degree. Besides golf and studies;
McCarthy found time for basketball.
He played
for two
seasons, and
captained the 1927-28 five that lost
only one game. McCarthy graduated
1930,

Mesmer,

coach

in 1931,

a post

he held

for

seven seasons. As the youngest basketball mentor in the school’s history, Mesmer had his problems. His
of 53-77, a .408 percentage,

worst

of

any

GU

coach

by Bill Latham
HOY A Staff Writer

“We:
played a hell of a team tonight,” admitted Southern University
coach Carl Stewart, after his Jaguars
were blown out by the Hoyas, 84-48
in
McDonough
Gymnasiim
two
weeks ago. The Hoyas shot 55% from

the field and took away Southern’s
inside

game

and

any

hopes

of

had

13

and

Martin

ern’s Alvin Jackson

example

of basketball

played perfectly as the Hoyas
scored their hapless opponents
and put the game away.
First,

Anthony

Jones

hit

a

out16-2
rain-

bow jumper, then after the Jaguars
missed their single shot, Gene Smith
hit

a jump

shot,

then

South-"

6 of his 17

year

made

not

the

NCAA
tournament, but most of the
starters on that team had graduated,

and the team that took the floor
against the Hoyas was 4-13 on the
season, including seven straight losses
on the road. For GU, the win gave
them yet another 20 victory season,.
their fifth in a row,

NEXT WEEK:

holding Southern “to. 7 field goals in
30 attempts during the first half,
which ended with the Hoyas in conSouthern fared better in the sechalf, scoring 33 to the Hoyas’ 46

spot

amidst

the

—HOYA

Hoop

Staff

took

place a week

general

gloom

of the

The Big East Tournament is only a
week away! The third annual postclassic

takes

place

this year at

quarterfinals

will

be

held

Thursday, Mar. 4, at 1, 3, 7, and 9
p.m. U. Conn, the home team, is
assured of a 9 p.m. start. Depending
on Georgetown’s
final finish, the
Hoyas could play either in the afternoon pairs. Semifinal games will be
Friday at 7 and 9 p.m., with the
finals Saturday afternoon.

Buses will depart the McDonough
parking lot depending on the Hoyas’
seeding. If Georgetown plays the afsession,

buses

March

leave

at noon,

and

rebounds,

jumped

out

to

an

14

1

?

Mt. Tremblant, Canada
5 days skiing and 4 nights lodging

X

SPECIAL STUDENT

free

figures. As a team, BC shot an extraordinary 71% from the floor (25 of

throws

with

13:47

left

in the

opening half. An efficient baselinebounce pass offense and phenomenal
17-22 shooting allowed the Eagles to
extend their lead to as many as 12
points before intermission.
:
John Bagley, the stocky BC guard
who was the 1981 Big East Player

bg

play in the evening. session, buses
leave at 9 a.m. Thursday, March 4th.
A limited supply of 350 student
tickets go on sale Monday at noon at
the McDonough ticket window. Bus
tickets (priced at $40.00 round trip)
will also be available until the 2nd.
Should
the Hoyas advance to the

finals, more

student

tickets

will go

on sale for the Saturday game.
\ Accomodations

will

be

very

scarce. It would be wise to check
area inns NOW to see if any rooms
are

left.

Remember,

student

tickets

go on sale Monday morning, at the
McDonough ticket window. For Big

Eagle

His

players

26

625-HOYA

920

0
Yo

refund if not satisfied in 60 dovs.

DISCOUNT for Students
on complete pair of glasses

double-

35), and outscored the Hoyas by 17
at the foul line, connecting on 30 of
44 tries.
While BC was performing with
clockwork

fered

precision,

through

the

Hoyas

a series of

starts. In the end they never got untracked. Behind by a dozen at half
time, 43-31, Georgetown could not
manage

a

sustained

second

mer

of

a

miracle

when

Michael

straight

free

was

extinguished

Adams

tosses

to

hit
lengthen

BC lead to 74-63.
Anemic 44% shooting and
disqualifications
characterize
frustration

of this-upset.

The

VISION CENTER

Call 223-3601

1819 K St.NW

244-1456
Come

Visit Our

Center

4201 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008
Centers in Major US Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico and Zurich, Switzerland

Dr. Michael Khalil/417 King Street/Alexandria

“Pilot pens! You have
fo hold onto them
wit
0 hands.’

Must be 18 years of age.

Call Early to Reserve Space!
VIP Chartered Tours
690-1043

—Rodney Dangerfield pr
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Celebrate the
end of mid-

terms with a
scoop of ice
cream. Only
75¢! This
week only.

Shampoo, Cut & Blow-Dry Regularly $12

With This Ad $10
Other services available including
Offer E 0

Permanents, Tinting & Hennas
March

31,

1982

For men and women

- Georgetotun 1254 Wisconsin Avenue
Open Seven Days a Week

1130 ro Midnight

bubbles
Haircutters
2020 K St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 659-5005
2400 Wisconsin Ave., N.W. Washington, D.C. 338-0909
Wisconsin

NOW

Offer Expires 3/26. This coupon required.

Avenue Open

Sundays

205 Pennsylvania Ave., S.E. Washington,
OPEN

ON

CAPITAI

D.C. 543-1245

HILL

No Appointments Necessary
Long

Hair and Additional Work

Slightly More

I makea deposit... this guy’s making
a withdrawal including my Pilot pen.”
“It's almost criminal how people go for my Pilot Fineliner. Why? Its
fine point writes through carbons. And Pilot charges only 79¢ for it
People get their hands on it and forget it's my pen.
| got no pen. And no respect!
People go nuts over my Pilot Razor
Point too. It writes with an extra
=
fine line. Its metal collar helps ;
keep the point from
3
going squish.
-

For only 89¢ they

should buy their
own pen—and show
some respect for my property.”

four
the

three
the

loss left

Georgetown one game behind Villanova in the race for the Big East reg.
ular season title.

Call Days Evenings & Weekends

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

stanza

rally. The closest they came was
seven after a basket by Ron Blaylock
with 2:48 to play. A flurry of intentional fouls followed, but any glim-

for the latest word over

Educational Center

suf-

fits and

next week and Spring Break.

[2m
|

points

in

EAst and NCAA ticket information,
call .the
Athletic Dept.
Sportsline,

INCLUDED:Examination, fitting, training, and
Six-month ~ follow-up care.
Care
kit.
Unlimited warranty.

pi
a PI

penetration.
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Departing March 26 and returning April 1.

in group.

of the Year, made the Hoya fullcourt press look like a sieve and continually created scoring opportunities

Soft CONTACTS $110

EDMONDS

with 5 breakfasts and 4 dinners, lift
tickets, transportation plus sleigh ride.

McCarthy,

3rd. If the Hoyas
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men—Maurice

Fred Mesmer, and Gregory Mangin—
frequently are forgotten, but their
anonymity
is
ill-deserved.
Their
achievements brought them renown
beyond Healy Gates,
and this renown
redounds
to the credit of
Georgetown. The University can be
proud to list them among her alumni.

Bausch & Lomb

$80.00

Indoor

with

instructions:

Get-Away Special

National

early lead, but fell behind for good,
11-10, when Rich Shrigley hit two

Big East Tournament Update:

Wednesday,

We're waiting.

of these dis-

evening was the play of Pat Ewing,
who
scored
23
points (on
9-11
shooting
and
several
booming

ternoon

trol, 38415.

ond

games

grabbed
6
two shots.

Georgetown

ago Wednesday as the Hoyas dropped
an 80-71 decision to a well-prepared
Boston College unit. The brightest

The

action before reading the special
HOYA Big East Preview
— Coming
March 4 in HOYA Sports.
competition?

Editor

action:

Don’t catch a minute of Big East

Has the Voice given up on athletic

Sports

the Hartford Civic Center, March 4-6.
Here’s how you can get in on the

Jones stole the

was just awesome,

Asst

always prevail. One

season

ball and hit Eric Floyd on the break
Floyd was fouled: and . hit both
shots. Georgetown

A

The Hoyas are mighty but they do

an

This game was over almost before
it began. It took the larger, faster
Hoyas only 3:40 to run up an 8-0
lead, and they were up 18-9 by the
ten minute-mark of the first half.
From that point the sell-out crowd
a 7 minute

while

last

ketball offseason. However, Mesmer
had the misfortune of being a contemporary - of Gregory S. Mangin,
whose net achievements overshadow
those of almost any Hoya, then and
now.
Gregory
Mangin
never
lost
a

dunks),
blocked

by Bill Ferraro

appointing

Southern

won

Bagley, Eagles Roll Over Hoyas, 80-71,
Knock Georgetown Out OfBigEastLead @
HOY

shots while scoring 14.

upset.

saw

12,

made

stayed for more than a single campaign.
Mesmer’s
tennis
career.
also
stretched
back to pre-high school
days. He rarely lost a set while a
Hoya, and later served as assistant
coach of the tennis team in the bas-

is

Blowout Gives GUFifth Straight 20 Win Season
as Coach Thompson
emptied
his
bench. Aside from a couple of slam
dunks by Pat Ewing, however, there
wasn’t much to hold the interest of
the fans, and they started leaving
halfway
through the second
half.
Floyd led all scorers with 20, Jones

»These

GU coach Fred Mesmer.

who

Hoyas Run Over Southern U., 84-48

native

Tennis
Championships
in
1932,
1933; and
71935. From
1930-35,
Mangin was a stalwart on the U.S.
Davis Cup team. Only Bill Tilden was
his superior, and even “Big Bill” occasionally fell to Mangin’s aggressive
offensive style. Mangin retired from
competitive tennis late in the decade
and returned to his alma mater to
coach the Georgetown netmen.
With America’s entry into World
War II, Mangin joined the Army Air
Corps. He saw extensive action as a
B-17 tailgunner in the 15th Air Force
© Bombardment
Group
stationed in
Italy. Wounded
twice in missions
over Austria, Mangin earned the Air
Medal with five clusters and a Distinguished
Flying Cross’ with * one
cluster.

BOOKE

the
“Hilltop
from
Stamford
High
School
in Connecticut,
McCarthy
already had gained prominence by
winning the New York State Junior
Championship in 1926.
McCarthy’s links'achievements are
impressive.
While = copping
the
Intercollegiate Golf Championship in
McCarthy
also
captained
L 1928,
Georgetown to the team title. The
preceding year he had stunned the
golfing world by coming within two
strokes of eliminating the exalted
Bobby
Jones
from
the
National
Amateur
Championship
at /Minnikahda.
Incredibly,
McCarthy
led
Jones with only a few holes to play,
but a loss of composure, ' which

Jersey

official of a wire and cable company
in Muskegon, Michigan. He died suddenly in 1957 while attending a convention in Chicago.

YE DOMESDAY

of ‘Brooklyn, N.Y. Before he came to

COURTESY

If athletics is a world of peaks and
valleys, in the late 1920s and early
1930s Georgetown was sitting atop
the summit
of one high mount.
Trackmen © Tony
Plansky,
James
Burgess, Bill Dowdling, Paul Herlihy,
Ed Swinburne, and Dave Adelman
" were burning up the cinders; while
field
stars Creth
Hines and
Leo
Sexton
were
reaching
Olympian
stature in the javelin and shotput
respectively. Behind the stellar. play
of George Murtaugh, John Tomaini,
Claude
Grigsby,
and
“Mush”
Dubofsky, . football
was
rolling.
Baseball, through the efforts of Don
Brennan,
Clyde
Sukeforth,
Packy
White, and Walter Morris, also shared
in this “Golden Era.”
Buried under the achievements of
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The Unsung Heroes of the Hilltop

fine point marker pens
People take to a Pilot like it's their own
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‘Hoyas Rout No. 4 Missouri, 63-5 1,In National TV Thriller

ranked

also

had

to

contend

with

the

‘noisy sell-out crowd that threatened
to blow the roof off tiny McDonough Arena every time GU scored,
Missouri fouled or Ed Spriggs walked
onto the court.
The crowd’s deafening cries of
“Defense! Defense!”, -“Hoya-Saxa!”
By and “Eddie! Eddie!” failed, however,
to distract the Tigers, who outshot
the Hoyas from the free throw line
despite a sea of waving Georgetown
arms behind the basket.:
The difference in this game was
defense; hard-nosed; arm-waving defense. The Hoyas pressed, trapped,
collapsed on, and" shut down the
Tiger offense, eliminating their inside
- game and forcing bad passes and
sloppy shots from the perimeter. The
only Missouri player unaffected by

“all

this

was

6-6”

power

forward

Ricky Frazier, who cooly hit 9 of his
14 field goals, mostly jumpers over

‘the outstretched arms of Pat Ewing
and any other Hoya in the area.
Frazier’s game-high 24 points kept
the Tigers in the game, despite the
fact- that Georgetown coach John
Thompson had three players swarm-

ing

all

over

the

Missouri

forward

every time he got the ball.

on

the bench.

This

game

posed to have been
between
big
men,
souri’s 6-10” center
smooth

jump

shot

was sup-

a classic battle
featuring
Miswith the silky

and

three

make

alibis. “You

have to attack a

press, and we just didn’t move the
ball very well,” said Stewart, who
added, “We missed some pretty good
shots.”
Missouri
guard
Jon
Sundvold
compared the Hoyas to the Louisville
Cardinals, whom the Tigers defeated
earlier this season. ‘‘Louisville’s probably a little better—they have great
athletes.
Both teams
play pretty
much alike.”
One exception, Jon, the Hoyas
beat Missouri . . .

seasons

of experience against Georgetown’s
shot-blocking,
rough-around-theedges, getting-better-every-day 7 foot
freshman. Stipanovich was totally ineffective against Ewing, who scored
GU’s first two points on a turn-around
“in your face” jumper that Stipanovich had no chance of blocking.
' Ewing shot 5 for 8 from the field
to provide most of the poor-shooting
Hoyas’ points in the first half, but
forced an amazing twelve turnovers
to take a 31-23 lead into the locker
room, to the delight of the partisan
crowd.
Ewing missed all eight of his shots
in the second half, but it didn’t matter as Eric Floyd, Fred Brown and
Eric Smith combined for 25 points in
the inal twenty minutes to squash
any
Missouri
comeback
hopes.
Anothony Jones sank his only field
goal with 11:35 left in the game to
give the Hoyas an 18 point lead at
49-31, to give Georgetown their biggest advantage of the afternoon.
Missouri, which played a patient,
well-controlled game all afternoon,
answered with eight straight points
to pull within ten, but that was the
closest they got. With five minutes

Hoyas 63, Tigers 51
Hoyas (63): Jones 1 0-2 2, Brown 1
7-11 9, Floyd 7 2-2 16, G. Smith 0 00-0 0, Martin 1 0-0 2, E. Smith 5 1-2
11, Ewing S 3-4 13, Hancock 2 0-1 4,
Spriggs 1 4-4 6. Totals: 23 17-26 63.
Tigers (51): McCrary 1 0-0 2, Frazier
9 6-8 24, Stipanovich 1 2-2 4, Bridges
1 0-0 2. Synvold 32-2 8, Walker 3 11-1 7, Cavener 1 0-0 2. Dressler 1 0-0
2.'Jones 0 0-0 0. Totals 20 11-16 51.

"Halftime:

GU

Only: at Georgetown: Happy

GU Rules In Home Finale, 60- 42

McMullen Earns World Fencing Honors

HOYA

The Hoyas topped off their undefeated 11- game streak at the Capital
Centre in style last Wednesday night
with a decisive 60-42 victory over the
Friars of Providence.
Avenging

-ing

i

Special to the HOYA

Two
fencers from Washington's
D.C. Fencer’s Club earned spots on
the three man U.S. World Youth

Epee Team which will compete in the
~ World
Buenos

Youth
Aires,

Championships
in
Argentina this April.

* Greerson McMullen, 19, presently
here at Georgetown University, and
Bentley Storm, 18, of Arlington, Va.,
hold the third and second team positions respectively.
The
team
was
formed after the 1982 Junior Olympics held on February 5th and 6th in

McMullen, an international studies
major in the School of Foreign Service, collected fencing honors in Europe where he was the British Under
18 National Epee Champion and the
Irish Under 20 Foil Champion. This
is McMullen’s second time on the
‘U.S. team as he was ranked first in
his age group last year.

Both McMullen

and

Storm

one of the two coaches who will accompany the Youth Team to Argentina, describes his fencer as “‘a highly
competitive all-around athlete.” Fin.kleman,

who

was at the Junior Olym-

pics, described that competition as
“unusually
grueling.” He
expects
McMullen, who is currently ranked
36th in the nation in the senior division, will do much better at the U.S.
National Championships this May.
His current world ranking is 32nd for
his age group.

are

‘members of the D.C. Fencer’s Club
where they are coached by fencing
masters Dany Lyons and Ray Finkleman. Both coaches noted the honor

basketball

team

became

the

first dorm representative to win the
overall championship. After captur-

ing their division, 6th Darnall shocked

3606+1, 47-46. On Feb. 11th, the
undergrad
champs
battled Levine,
~ the Law School champion. The Law
Schoolers, led by former Hoya hoop
star Craig Esherick, were heavy favorites, but found themselves down at
the half. Levine rallied in the second
half of play, but the fine efforts

Providence

the

power

of a nationally

ranked

college

minutes

the

team.

Hoyas

(12th)

Within

jumped

last

to

a 6-2

lead over the offense-lacking Friars
while the 7-foot center blocked a
shot, slammed for two, and gracefully layed in a pass for four.
Providence came back with their
only impressive streak of the game to
tie the Hoyas at 8-8 five minutes into

the

half.

That

was

half

While
nearly

being

held

minutes,

the last of the

scoreless
the

Friars

10.

Martin,

playing

“like

seven

for
suf-

a hitman

Georgetown
University was the
- scene for thrills, chills, and spills last
© weekend when the college basketball
circus

came

to town, compliments

of

NBC. The Hoyas won, but the real
story wasn’t in McDonough Gym
(sorry, Arena), but rather all over the
GU campus. For a couple of days
there we were a Big-Deal-NationalBasketball-Powerhouse.
The Missouri game was an “event,”
a cause for celebration, another good
excuse to quaff a few brewskis. Most
GU students did not, believe it or
not, go to the game. Some went
home

for

the

long

weekend,

but

more tuned in Dick and Al on the
tube and got to see Pat Ewing’s attempted dunk seven times on instant
replay. You only get one replay at
the Cap Centre, and zip if you forked
over five bucks to see the game in
McDonough. But it still was better
that way.
“I will buy your spare ticket...”
—needy fan in the parking lot
The official attendance for the
game

was

Donough.

4,620,

The

a

Hoya

record

for

faithful

Mc-

came

better

than

after

the

first,

the Hoyas

scoring

had

first

points to hold the Hoya

lead

with

10. rebounds,

5

blocked

shots,

and the intimidation that has kept
GU opponents shooting under 50%.
Georgetown will end its season Satur-

day in an away game at UConn, hoping to avenge another earlier loss this
season.
;
Georgetown 60, Providence 42
Hoyas (60): Kaull 00-0 0, Jones 2
0-0 4, Brown 2 1-2 5, Floyd 4 2-4 10,
G.

Smith

Blaylock

Ewing.

00-0

0,

Martin

0 1-2 1, E. Smith

51-2 11,

5 3-4

13,

4 2-3 10,

Hancock 36-06,

Blue 0 0-0 0, Spriggs
25 10-17 60.

00-0 0. Totals

Friats (42):

Fields

4 2-2

10, Canty

8, Panaggio

0 0-0 0, Lomax

3

0-0 6, Thorpe 4 0-0 8, Jackson 3 2-6

1 2-2 4,

Hill 0 0-2 0, Burns 0 4-7 4, Tucker 1
0-0 2. Totals: 16 10-19 42.
;
Halftime: Hoyas 30, Friars 19. Total
Fouls: GU 18, PC 13. Att,-12,912.

Missouri at McDonough:
The Magic Lives Again
It was a great day to be from Georgetown.
In its thirty-one years of sport, McDonough Memorial Gymnasium had
never seen anything like it. Neither had Missouri. Beaten to Landover by
the Ice Capades, the nationally ranked Tigers walked from the comfortable, 12,500 suburbia world of Big 8 basketball into a relic of the past. No
individual

packing cowbells (only a dollar), blue
and white pom-poms, newspapers to
read during the Missouri player intros, and 2,000 styrofoam #1 fingers
emblazoned with the mighty Miller
Beer Co. logo they cleverly colored
yellow, Missouri’s color, perhaps to
confuse the players or maybe
to
make the Tigers feel right at home.
The
fingers
were
handed
out
Friday afternoon in the pub, causing
a mob scene in which styrofoamcrazy Georgetown students crushed
each other into the bar and spilled
beer in hopes of grabbing a token of
Miller Beer’s school spirit. Meanwhile,
fans
lined
up
outside
to
catch a glimpse of Al McGuire, who
had promised to appear, again compliments of Miller. McGuire was in
the Bub for all of thirty minutes,
answering
questions
and
signing
autographs. Al couldn’t stay long,
but he did inform the crowd that he °

Fred Brown and Ed Spriggs battling Providence Wednesday.

time at the moderately

attended pep

rally. There, Hoya fans each received
a free Busch Beer Hoya Bib. It’s
obvious that Busch has been supporting
Hoya
basketball
longer than
Miller—they got the school colors
right, and the bibs kept spilled beer
off our clothes. The bibs weren’t
quite as stylish as the fingers, but
they were certainly more useful.

thought GU ‘would ‘make it to the

“We don’t care who wins as long
as it’s a close game.” —Al McGuire in
the Pub.
Sorry, Al. Georgetown’s defense,
Steve Stipanovich’s fouls and Pat
Ewing’s
11
first half-points
put
Georgetown ahead by 8 by halftime,
and in the second half Missouri never
got closer than 10 to the Hoyas. The
high point of the game came with
only 39 seconds left. Gene Smith had
the ball on the wing on a fast break.
Ewing was loping at full speed towards the basket. Everyone knew

final four, along with North Carolina
and Virginia and a dark horse. Those
fans confused by his style of speech
were able to receive free, again compliments of Miller Beer, Al’s handbook to college basketball, in which
he explains what exactly an “aircraft
carrier” is. (Pat Ewing is an “‘aircraft
carrier.”)
Earlier in the day, the GU cheerleaders
learned
the
fateful truth
that
fans
can’t
drink
their free
Busch beer and cheer at the same

Smith lobbed the ball high over the
basket and Ewing leaped up to grab
it. He failed to control the pass however, and could only force it downwards. The ball slammed against the
back of the rim and popped up and
out
‘to half court, while Ewing’s
hands slammed down onto the front
lip of the rim. The entire backboard
quivered, the fans erupted in cheers,
and the ref called a technical. It was
the best shot of the day, even though

what

to

expect,

and

they

got

it.

it missed. In’ light of the game’s
refereeing, it was also probably the
best call of the day.
After the game, Coach Thompson
patiently answered questions about
his 7-footer and praised Missouri.
Missouri coach Norm Stewart was
understandably less enthusiastic, declining to comment on Georgetown
or Ewing or the refereeing or McDonough or playing three games in
five nights. He seemed to be in
kind of a hurry to leave—who’d
blame him?
Meanwhile,
post-game
parties
were starting at the frat house and
the Pub. Perhaps the most exciting
was second Copley’s, where beerdrinkers got to mix and mingle with
some of the members of the “team,”
and
several fights livened up the
festivities.
By Sunday, things were pretty
much back to normal. People were in
the library reading the Post’s stories
on the game, and no one was seen
wearing Busch bibs. The NCAA's are
only a couple of weeks away, though,
and maybe
the Big Time college
basketball circus will come back to
town,

then.

For

the

moment,

how-

ever, Georgetown
is no longer a
national powerhouse. This campus
just
doesn’t seem
to be able to
sustain an extended state of roundball euphoria. But Georgetown’s inconsistency has always been a problem. Just ask Al
3

seats.

A stage on oné end, a hole-in-the-wall

concession

stand

on

the other. Where the air is filled not with muzak but with cheap beer and
the sounds of a “pep” band. The Missouri Tigers had misscheduled themselves into -a nationally televised, 4,400-seat nightmare. Forget the redcoated, W. Bell and Co. world of the Capital Centre, folks. This was Hoyadom at its very finest.
There was no television screen there to show the highlights. For Mizzou, it was better that way. With Pat Ewing’s defense sending Steve
Stipanovich gunning (sic) for the bench, and the tandem of Erics (Smith
and Floyd) leading the way offensively, the fourth-ranked Tigers were
rooted right out of pompom waving, foam-rubber fisted McDonough; 63S51. Deep down, Al McGuire enjoyed every minute of it.
For a student body that forgets its bus tickets more often than not, the
game was a sight to behold. Wall-to-wall before gametime, the Tigers came
out on the floor of this Cold War relic to be met by thousands of roaring
students and alumni—and the game was an hour away. We all knew that it
was a fluke that the game was on campus, but it didn’t matter. Millions of
Americans were witness to big-time basketball in a small-time setting. This
wasn’t pre-packaged television sports, but old-fashioned give ’em hell, rahrah college athletics. It was blue hair and: yellow “#1 ” hands. It was cowbells and newspapers at the intros. It was cymbals crashing during foul
shots and a parade of homemade bedsheet signs. Even a sign like “‘Spewing
for Ewing” seemed at home. Staring out into a sea of blue, John Thompson must have felt proud. Missouri wished that it was all a bad dream. It
’

‘Who is Al McGuire?” —slightly
. confused fan in Healy Basement

a sky

£0
Hancock, Ed Spriggs, and Eric
Floyd were given standing ovations
as they left the home crowd as Hoyas
for the last time.
Martin averaging only five and
half points per game this season led
the team as high scorer with 15 points
followed
by Pat Ewing and Eric
Smith both with 11. Ewing also put
on a strong defensive performance

On The Bench/ John Reagan

Feb 20,1982: The Weekend The Circus Came To Town

cafeteria

including

and end the game, giving Georgetown
their 22nd victory at 60-42.
The last minutes of the game were
highlighted by John Thompson's letting all five of the seniors play together on the court. Having received
honors at the opening of the game,
the seniors Ron Blaylock, Eric Smith,

Run and Gun/ Bill Latham

“Nothing’s gonna stop me from
playing in this game . . .”’—Eric Smith
at Friday’s pep rally
“Oh, is there a game this weekend?”’—GU
student in New South

no

two only

points.

eight

play,

gotten on the board with four. The
Friars cut the Hoya advantage by
two more but never came any closer
as they fell to 40-25 eight minutes
into the half. From
then on the
teams hit consistently, Martin scoring

Friars as the Hoyas kept up a strong
offensive attack and a tight defense
to go on to score eleven straight unanswered

minute

hook from Mike Hancock, the half
ended with Georgetown ahead 30-19.
Providence
opened
the second

four
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In one of the biggest surprises in
intramurals in quite a while, 6th Dar-

turned in by 6th floor captain Jimbo
King and Frank Trosset held off their
opponents and held on to a thrilling
40-39 victory. Congratulations to RA
Mike Baker, whose floor deserves
much credit for their superb play.
The IM Department would also
like to salute the other division winners:
Men's Independent:
3606+1
(Fred Keefe, captain); Women’s Independent:
Got to Love It (Suzy
Bercaw, captain); Women’s Dorm:
3rd New North (Kim McGovern, captain); Med School: Alpha Toola Alpha (Dan Massarelli, captain); and
Law School: Levine (Craig Esherick,
captain). The Department also wishes
to thank all 85 men’s and women’s
teams for making this the most exciting IM basketball season ever.

a one

fered as Bill Martin and Anthony
Jones both came alive to combine for

Pete Meier's Intramurals News:
The Intramural season is in a state
of transition
between
winter and
~ spring sports. The winter season was
capped off a week ago with the IM
Basketball Finals.

Staff Writer

victory earlier this season, George“town opened the first half by show-

of having two of their fencers make a
three man team. George Kolombatovich, Storm’s collegiate coach and

Los Angeles.

for McEachern’s Reign of Terror,”
hit from fifteen feet on a Jones pass
then came down the court after a
Jones jumper to score two more. The
rally continued as Jones sunk a layup,
and Martin dunded it in for his sixth
point.
With three minutes left in the first
half, the Friars finally got on the
board again to lower the Georgetown
lead to twelve at 27-15. After some

by Francis Slakey

31, Miss. 23. Total

Fouls: Tigers 19, Hoyas 18. Fouled
Out: Stipanovich Technical: Ewing
(rim)
{
Att.-4,620 (all time arena record)

Hoyas celebrate GU's biggest win this season.

was.

-

But of course, it really was. “Home” isn’t next to Canal Road, it’s Exit
17 on the Beltway. The move to Landover has meant added comfort,
added prestige, and most of all, added revenue to the Hoya program. But
there is something missing out in Prince George’s County that was all
too evident last weekend. Whether it’s the “sixth man” party atmosphere
or the fact that Mizzou was stupid enough to play there, McDonough, with
all its lack of facilities, is still the sentimental home of Georgetown basketball.
Unfortunately, after the game last week, what Soich would be crazy
enough to settle (or ask) for a game in Anierica’ s favorite pit? Think about
it. It will be all too easy when students are. told that all home games next
year will be played at the Capital Centre. After all, a big-time program
can’t look respectable in a “gym,” now, can it? So all those NCAA banners
and all those memories will be neatly filed away as McDonough is left to
volleyball and women’s hoops. No one expects all games to be played;in a
place in which it is numerically and financially impossible to play. But for
those whose job it is to set up the schedule, don’t turn your backs on us
McDonough devotees. Schedule a few good teams next year (more like
Missouri and less like Southern or St. Leo). Bring some Ivy schools in, or
local teams .like Navy or George Mason. If a Top 20 team is up for it, why
not? Just one or two games as a favor to us bus-weary fans. The difference in a half-empty student section in Landover and last Saturday’s
crowd is plain to see. After all, there are still some things money and
19,000 ‘seats can’t buy.
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game

in the nation with only one

Stipanovich. Stipanovich, who scored
only three points, got into early foul
trouble and spent half of the game

Aah

loss,

televised

the

but were then

3

fourth

into

10 at the 3:42 mark,

forced to foul, and the Hoyas hit 5
of their next six free throws to ice
the game.
Despite the fact that his team had
just played 3 games in 5 nights, Missouri coach Norm Stewart refused to
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In their biggest game of the season
last Saturday, Georgetown’s devastating defense was red-hot as the Hoyas
stifled the Missouri Tigers, 63-51.
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left in the game the Hoyas went into
a stall. The Tigers again drew to with-

CHRIS CALLSEN

HOYA

/

Jon Sundvold and Michael Walker
also hit 3 field goals apiece, but no
other Tiger could manage more than

by Bill Latham
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